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24th Biennial

Officers,
exec board
nominated
HONOLULU—Delegates to the ILWU's
Twenty-Fourth Biennial Convention nominated candidates for the four titled International offices as well as for positions on
the International Executive Board,
Balloting will be conducted by the locals
between June 15 and June 19.
Nominated without opposition were:
President: James R. Herman, Local 34,
San Francisco.
Vice-President—Assistant to the President: Rudy Rubio, Local 13, Wilmington.
Vice-President — Director of Organization: George Martin, Local 142, Hawaii.
Secretary-Treasurer: Curtis McClain, Local 6, San Francisco.
Candidates for the International Executive Board are;
Southern California (two to be elected):
Dave Arian, Local 13, .Joe Ibarra, Local
26; Pat Leonard, Local 13; Tony Salcido.
Local 13.
Northern California (three to be elected); Frank Billed, Local 34; Keith Eickman, Local 6; Pete Fuller, Local 54; Willie
Walker, Local 17; Willie Zenn, Local 10.
Oregon-Columbia River (one to be elected 1: Bill Ward. Local 40.
Washington-Puget Sound-Alaska (two to
be elected): Russ Alexander, Local 19;
Constantine "Tony- Baruso, Local 37: Bob
Vaux, Local 52; Randy Vekich, Local 24.
Canada: Ione to be elected): Don Garcia, Local 502.
Hawaii: (three to be elected): Edwina
Smythe (tourism); Tadashi Shoda and
Howard Tanaka (longshore); Don De Mello
—Continued on Page 10
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HONOLULU—It's not all that glamorous.
Sometimes it's a real strain to sit through
it all, especially in this place where sun,
surf and other attractions beckon from the
beach.
But if you want to have a union like the
ILWU, where decisions are made out in
the open, with the fullest possible debate,
then there's no way around it. Someone's
got to put in the long hours necessary—in
committee meetings and on the convention
floor—to make the decisions that have to
be made.
The 24th Biennial Convention of the
ILWU, held at the Waikiki Sheraton April
27-May 2, was typical—a combination of
the internal housekeeping necessary to
keep the union running smoothly and effectively, and the development of a program to deal with the many problems
laced by American workers.
There was full debate and lots of agreement on a broad range of issues. The International Constitution was updated and
amended, the union's finances were examined. The delegates reaffirmed traditional ILWU positions on old issues, and
grappled with some new ones. Bargaining,
organizing, political action and other aspects of the union's activity over the last
two years were critically reviewed. International leadership for the next two years
was nominated. All this was accomplished
in a relaxed, easy-going environment established right from the start by the hosts,
the members of ILWU Local 142.
Just as important is the part that will
never appear in the record—the opportun-Continued on Page 12
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Officers' report details major threat to peace
Following is the foreign policy
section of the Report of the International Officers to the TwentyFourth Biennial Convention of the
ILWU.
We stand today at an extremely dangerous crossroads in world affairs. Tensions between the two nuclear superpowers—the US and the Soviet Union—are at
a dangerously high level. Arms control
negotiations have collapsed, nuclear proliferation continues apace. The gap between the rich nations and the poor grows
wider every day—the hunger, disease and
poverty which are the lot of billions of
people go ignored while a steadily increasing percentage of the world's wealth and
resources are squandered on weapons of
annihilation.
President Jimmy Carter took office in
1977 amid real hope of a new departure
in US foreign policy. He was committed
to strengthening detente with the Soviet
Union, to meaningful arms control negotiations, a reduction in military spending
as well as an increase in trade and cultural exchanges between east and west.
He promised not to interfere in the internal affairs of other nations, particularly
Third World countries struggling against
racism, repression and poverty. He enjoyed the support of the overwhelming
majority of the American people, exhausted by the war in Vietnam and eager to
explore the benefits of peace.
In the first few years of his administration, until the summer of 1979, President
Carter attempted to proceed according to
this agenda. He cancelled the development
of the B-1 bomber, and slowed work on
the MX missile and the neutron bomb. He
backed majority rule in Southern Africa,
negotiated the Panama Canal treaty and
was at least neutral toward the revolution in Nicaragua. He appeared sincerely
committed to the negotiation of arms control. While the ILWU criticized his failure
to act on his campaign promise to lower
military spending, we nonetheless felt that
he was acting in good faith to change the
direction of US foreign policy.
CARTER'S TURNABOUT
But by the time he left office in January, 1981, events had come full circle. The
arms budget had skyrocketed. Arms control negotiations collapsed in the wake of
the phony crisis created around the "discovery" of a Soviet military force in Cuba.
US strategic planners took the final steps
toward developing a nuclear delivery system based on a first strike, while at the
same time gearing policy toward the possibility of waging a "limited" nuclear war.
A 100,000-man "Rapid Deployment Force"
which could land US armed forces virtually anywhere in the world within hours was
established, and the first steps were taken
toward reinstating the draft. A new generation of missiles were positioned in
Europe, and the US was back in the business of propping up any repressive African, Asian or Latin American regime
which pledged to support our economic
and political interests. Under the "Carter
Doctrine," the US proclaimed its willingness to use any means necessary, including war, to protect "our" oil supplies in
the Persian Gulf region.
Judging by his campaign rhetoric and
by the actions of his administration in the
few months since taking office, the Reagan administration can be expected to intensify this trend. He has surrounded himself with people like Alexander Haig, the
new Secretary of State, who, as chief military aide to Henry Kissinger and the
NATO command, has demonstrated himself to be an unabashed hawk, with a history of preferring the most extreme military options.
The resumption by the US in its role
as world policeman has been clearly signalled by the stepping up of military aid
to El Salvador and the dispatch of US
"advisors" to prop up that country's
shaky military government. The Reagan
administration has all but embraced the
apartheid government of South Africa.
Belligerent and provocative statements
directed at the Soviet Union are backed
up with an unbelievable escalation of military spending, which will raise the Penta-

ing to US security.
But the evidence is overwhelming that
the move toward a more aggressive and
more expansionist US foreign policy was
the work of deeply entrenched corporate
and military interests, long before these
two events. Dramatic changes in President
Carter's orientation—the burying of SALT
II in the Senate, the drive for first-strike
nuclear capability, the request for a monumental increase in the US military budget
and similar developments in the months
preceding the Afghanistan invasion could
easily have been taken by the Soviet
Union as clear signals that the US had
abandoned detente.
MEDIA BLITZ
At the same time, the American public

continues to be deluged by media pub!icily about the alleged decline of American military power, the growth of Soviet
strength and the need to pump up the
defense budget. While this is relatively
routine budget-time exercise by the Pentagon, it has become something of a national obsession, despite the fact that it is
1) irrelevant because both nations already
have the capacity to destroy one another
scores of times, and 2) not true, particularly when one takes into account the
greater accuracy of US weapons, and the
superiority of the military forces of the
NATO countries over those of the Warsaw
Pact. As things stand today, however, the
Pentagon's budget-planners can virtually
write their own ticket.
We frankly believe this re-militarization
of American foreign policy is a cover for
economic interest. In January, 1981, then
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown put
the matter rather simply. The greatest
danger to American security, he said,
was "not the threat of Soviet expansion
but the proliferation of uncontrolled 'turbulence' in the Third World." And, "because such turbulence threatens vital
American interests — especially oil — we
must be prepared to use force in defense
of those resources."
These disorders "have many and varied
sources," Brown said, among which is
the failure "to provide for the basic needs
of people and narrow the explosive disRetiring Canadian Area Regional Director Craig Pritchett, shown here flanked parity between wealth and hunger." While
by International President Jim Herman and Local 142 President Carl Damaso, the Soviet Union may be attempting to
was honored by a special resolution passed by Convention delegates.
exploit these divisions to the detriment of
the US, he continued, equally important
are "differences about the proper world
distribution on income and natural resources."
At the heart of this outlook is a profound appreciation of America's growing
is experiencing its own national crisis.
dependence on foreign markets and
Following is the section of the
The historical situation of the Canadian sources of raw materials. "The particular
Officers' Report to the Twentytrade union movement as a collection of manner in which our economy has exFourth Biennial ILWU Convention
subsidiary branches of US-based "interna- panded," Brown continued, "means that
on the labor situation in Canada.
tionals has been greatly changed in re- we have come to depend to no small decent years. On the one hand, the largest gree on imports, exports and the earnings
The economic situation in Canada con- membership growth has been in the public from overseas investments for our matetinues to be difficult. Inflation has been sector unions, which are typically national rial well-being."
increasing steadily since 1976. In the rather than international unions. On the
For many years, in fact, the United
twelve months ending January 1981 it other hand, in recent years a number of States was able to maintain a remarkamounted to 12%, which is very near to organizations, previously affiliated with ably high standard of living precisely bebeing a postwar record. Interest rates US internationals, have disaffiliated to be- cause of its ability to draw on the cheap
have been at an all-time high, and the un- come purely Canadian organizations; for natural resources and cheap labor of the
employment rate is in excess of seven example, the pulp and paper workers, the rest of the world. But as we concluded in
brewery workers and the Quebec building 1979, "the world has changed very much
percent.
trades.
since 1945 and the United States no longer
The three-year contract between the CaThe result, at this time, is that only stands alone as the great world power.
nadian Area ILWU and the British Columbia Maritime Employers Association pro- about 40% of trade unionists now have US To pretend that we can return to those
vided for a wage reopener for the final affiliation, and these now constitute a bare days . . . is playing with fire."
year, if the Consumer Price Index rose by majority of the Canadian Labour Congress.
THE END OF EMPIRE
more than twenty percent during the first The Congress has established guidelines
We
have
reached a point of diminishing
two contract years. This having been the (still more honored in the breach than the returns. The costs of maintaining an emcase, the agreement was reopened, and a observance) for the autonomy of Cana- pire, as the British realized many years
wage increase negotiated for the third dian constituents of the internationals. ago, have become greater than the beneyear, 1981, providing for an increase of These guidelines have never been a prob- fits. The only real beneficiaries of current
lem for the ILWU since its policy has
$1.65 per hour.
policies are a handful of military contracRecent weakness of the economy, re- always been to respect the autonomy of tors, oil companies and other multinationsulting from heavy reliance on foreign bor- the Canadian Area.
al corporations. Three generations of exBritish Columbia experienced, in early travagant military
rowings and resultant balance of payspending have, in the
ments difficulties, has depressed the ex- 1981, a wave of strikes and lockouts involv- long run, undermined the US dollar,
change value of the Canadian dollar to ing public servants, telephone workers and sapped the civilian economy, and left imapproximately 83-84 in terms of US cur- others which represent a fight-back portant social needs unmet. Real national
rency. This, together with Canada's very against the curtailment of living standards security — and that means the ability of
favorable energy position has led to a resulting from the so-called anti-inflation average American people to go about their
considerable improvement in the trade and program of former years. Municipal work- business and raise their families without
balance of payments situation in 1980. Pre- ers, who were especially hard hit by the fear of a world war — is more precarious
liminary figures appear to indicate that discriminatory anti-inflation rules, went on than ever.
Canada's favorable balance on merchan- strike to reestablish parity with the priOur number one enemy today is not
dise trade in 1980 will be around $8 billion, vate sector, and received support from the communism, nor the expansion
of the
or double the 1979 figure, with the result trade union movement as a whole, coordi- Soviet Union, but hunger and
deprivation.
nated
through
the
BC
Federation
of
Labor.
that the unfavorable balance on total paySome 2.5 billion human beings live on an
ments may be as low as $2 billion, or less As a member of the CLC, the BCFL, and average income of $4.50 a
week; half a
than half of last year's deficit. The under- local central labor councils, the ILWU billion are utterly destitute; more
than
valued dollar, high inflation and high un- played an active role in mobilizing this a billion have no access to clean
water.
employment nevertheless persist in spite support.
As long as the American establishment
of the encouraging trade figures.
persists on responding to that crisis by
RESOURCES EXPLOITED
building more bombs, it will do nothing
to enhance the position of this nation in
The booming exports are in part the
the world.
consequence of a policy of the sell off of
quantities
of
resources.
Large
our natural
We expect the next few years to be etPublished monthly at 1188 Franklin St.. San Franwater power, coal, natural gas, fish and cisco, Calif. 94109. Second class postage paid at San tremely dangerous — perhaps scary is a
more appropriate word. The Reagan adother limited resources, have been sold Francisco. Subscription $2,50 per year.
JIM HERMAN
CURT McCLAIN
ministration can be expected to move
on terms that are very favorable to the
President
Secretary-Treasurer
foreign importers, chiefly the US and Jafrom one provocation to the next — more
RUDY RUBIO
GEORGE MARTIN
arms and advisors to El Salvador, more
pan. It is estimated that in the near future
Vice President
Vice President
support for the apartheid government of
exports of "Northeast" coal, for example, Assistant to the President Director of Organization
will be subsidized by British Columbia taxSouth Africa and creation of ever more
DANIEL BEAGLE
payers to the extent of as much as one
sophisticated weaponry. The ILWU must
Editor
•
continue to do its part to counter this
billion dollars.
BARRY SILVERMAN
The trade union movement in Canada
trend.
Research Director
gon's share of the federal budget from
the current 24.1% to 32.4% by 1985.
This rapid and bipartisan tilt toward a
more belligerent foreign policy is by no
means the fault of any one individual or
nation. The Soviet Union's invasion of
Afghanistan, for example, was a serious
violation of the basic principle of nonintervention. The seizure of the American
hostages in Iran similarly threatened the
world's shaky hold on basic ideas of international law. These events were a dramatic watershed in US public opinion.
They were seized upon to prove the argument by the US military and corporate
leadership that the Soviet Union could not
be trusted, and that revolutions in Third
World countries are necessarily threaten-

Economic woes,'identity crisis'
raise problemsfor Canadian workers
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Intl officers predict deterioration of US economy
Following is an abridged version
of the section of the International
Officers' Report to the TwentyFourth Biennial HAVE/ Convention
dealing with the present state of
the US economy.
By every measure except one — profits
— the US economy is seriously out of
whack,- we reported in 1979. Now, two
years later, the economy has deteriorated
even further and even corporate profits
are unsteady.
As Business Week (March 16, 1981) reports: "By all odds, 1980 should have been
an earnings disaster for US business: a
quarter ot recession, a quarter of tepid
recovery, and staggering losses by some
of the nation's largest companies. Indeed,
the auto industry lost more than any US
industry has ever lost in a year — an
incredible $4 billion.
"But the oil companies and the utilities
— industries that have some giant companies within their ranks — both did very
well last year, earning enough to help
make up for Detroit's bloodbath. Overall,
aftertax corporate profits in 1980 virtually
matched the $169 billion of 1979."
Despite the enthusiastic claims of the
Reagan administration's economists that
they can put the economy back on its feet,
the odds are that things will not be any
better by 1983, and may very well be even
worse. We are confronted by unprecedented economic problems for which neither
Republicans nor Democrats have any solution.
"STAGFLATION"
Economists say the economy is suffering from -Stagflation": slow growth. low
productivity, persistently high prices,
along with large-scale unemployment. The
Gross National Product (GNP), the best
single measure of the economy's health,
declined in 1980. Stagflation is a condition
you would recognize if your car refuses
to go more than 25 mph no matter how
hard you pump the accelerator while, at
the same time, gas consumption continues
to go up. Either the brakes don't release
properly or, as a Reaganite might argue,
the smog controls are responsible.
Before World War II, before anyone
dreamed of stagflation, the economy fluctuated between good times and bad, boom
and bust. A depression was the classic,
though brutal, remedy for over-expansion.
Production dropped, business failures rose.
As surviving firms reduced output, workers were laid off in droves and wages were
cut. Prices and costs dropped. When the
wringer had worked long enough, market
forces began to get things going again.
Workers were rehired, new investments
were made, prices rose.
But the downswing went so far in the
big depression of the thirties that Franklin
Reosevelt's New Deal measures became
necessary. While these didn't cure the depression, they were enough to restore
canfi1enc.
The war brought prosperity and full
e..-ripl,yrnent. 'The key to the recovery was
casfly increased government spending,
first for New Deal programs and then for
the military. John Maynard Keynes, the
British e:onomist. saw in this vindication
of his story that government could control depressions by increasing its expenditure...
NOTHING WORKS
But neither the brutal market method
nor the Keynesian program appear to
work in the current crisis. Rapidly accelEstatinl government expenditures they've
gene up from S196.6 billion in 1970 to $579
billion in 1980) a 2- companied by a continuing budget deficit have not brought unernploymeW down to the 4 percent target
which government economists consider
'full employment." During most of 1980.
its fact, the figure was above 7 percent.
representing close to 8.000,000 workers. At
the same time, prices continued to rise
rapidly. We've had double digit inflation
throughout 1979 and 1980.
Besides cutting into purchasing power.
inflation is associated with extraordinarily
high interest rates. Workers can't buy
tr:uses when mortgage rates range around
8151;. The American dream of home ownership, once taken for granted, is shatter-

ed. Housing construction is crippled, and
197g. despite President Carter's 1976 camwith it the jobs of thousands of workers.
paign promises to the contrary. Now with
Inflation worries the business leadership the accession of such cold warriors as
much more than unemployment. While General Alexander Haig and Defense Secmany of the big companies do not lose retary Casper Weinberger, it is certain
money on account of current inflation — that any remaining wraps are off. The $33
they can jack up their prices so as to billion jump in military appropriations admore than keep up — they and the banks vocated by the administration for 1981
are worried that it may "get out of hand." and 1982 will bring military spending up to
with serious danger of dragging down im- one-third of total government spending, a
portant industrial concerns, and threaten- fact the New York Times (March 4, 1981)
ing the whole international financial struc- describes as being as basic and significant
ture. Worries of this sort are reflected in a a reversal of national priorities as were
statement by Ronald Reagan just before the Great Society programs of President
his inauguration: -What I am talking Johnson in the mid-1960s.
about is this longest, sustained inflation in
We expect that unemployment will also
cur history — what it has led to in unem- continue to go up. Military expenditures
ployment, reduced productivity and the produce fewer jobs than expenditures for
fact that for a couple of years we have such civilian purposes as housing, mass
had zero growth. We can't continue that." transit, etc. Most effective in job creation
US News and World Report, January 19, because most direct, are expenditures for
1981.) He even considered declaring an public service jobs. But spending in this
emergency because as he has said, the area is high on the Reagan "hit list." One
nation faces "an economic calamity of of the fastest growing areas of employtremendous proportions."
• ment in the past decade has been state
and local governments. Now, given Prop.
THE REAGAN PROGRAM
Reagan and his economic advisors pro- 13 and its offspring throughout the country,
pose to slash the federal budget — without, such employment is more likely to go down
they claim, seriously hurting anyone — to than up.
increase military expenditures dramaticSOCIAL PROGRAMS
ally, to cut income taxes 10% a year for
Reagan plans to cut nondefense spendthree years, to repeal or postpone govern- ing by $44 to $47 billion in order to reach
ment regulations which are opposed by a balanced budget by 1984. While it seems
business, and to rely heavily on the Fed- certain that Congress will balk at many of
eral Reserve system to control the money the proposed cuts, one thing is clear. Those
supply.
who will be hurt the most are those who
Congress and the country generally are cannot effectively fight back — unorgabeing asked to accept the program on nized workers, the unemployed and those
faith; there is no prior experience to sup- on welfare. The administration's claim that
port the current claims for what is being all of us are to suffer equally is laughable.
called "supply side" economics. The Of direct interest to labor is the announcetheory is that by giving business a free ment that appropriations for "public serv-

•

RENOMINATED without opposition to serve another two years at the head of
the International were Vice-President Rudy Rubio, President Jim Herman,
Vice-President George Martin and Secretary-Treasurer Curt McClain.
hand, by tax incentives and reduced government regulations, investment will soar
and output rise. Even the proposed sharp
cuts in personal income taxes, which would
normally be expected to be inflationary,
are being touted as contributing to increased production.
In the Republicans' rearview mirror,
federal government spending and everwidening deficits loom as the principal
cause of inflation. In part they're right,
but only to a limited degree. In our view,
Big Business, the engine of the American
economy, is primarily to blame along
with a nod of recognition to the OPEC
sheiks and their domestic oil refinery colleagues.
Competition in the marketplace is no
longer the principal regulator of prices.
Today, enormous conglomerate and multinational corporations, are dominant in
most strategic industries. Big banks rule
the financial world. Well insulated from
traditional economic controls, these companies can fix prices by manipulating output so as to maximize profits. In practice,
this means that whenever prices are pushed up, they do not come down, no matter
what the marketplace might dictate. Inflation is a fact of life: the rate of increase is all that is in doubt.
MILITARY SPENDING
Mounting "defense- expenditures are another major cause of inflation. These rose
thoughout the 70s and most sharply since

ice jobs" are to be cut by $3.8 billion, that
extended unemployment compensation will
be trimmed, and that an attempt will be
made to reduce job safety programs.
Many social programs such as food
stamps are certain to be cut sharply if
not eliminated entirely. It has been announced with some pious fanfare that Social Security pensions will not be affected.
Nevertheless, significant parts of Social
Security are targeted for attacks, restricting eligibility rules for disability pensions,
ending benefits to students 18 to 21, and
removing the current floor on benefits.
AN OPPOSITION
We expect that the administration is going to find itself in a real battle over its
drastic program. The election euphoria will
wear off and the good sense of the American people will reassert itself.
Another objective of the new administration is to get federal regulation "off the
backs" of business. Oil price controls have
been lifted. The resulting wave of price increases has spread throughout the economy as increased petroleum costs enter into the cost of production of almost everything else. Regulations designed to preserve or enhance the environment are
slated to go, or at the least to be postponed. We can expect more smog as auto
emission standards are relaxed in order
to help the beleaguered auto industry.
more Love Canals and more Three Mile
Islands. The long-run social cost of such

deregulation is incalculably greater than
the immediate savings to industry. Pennywise, pound foolish.
TAX CUTS
Despite mounting opposition, the administration continues to demand a 30% cut in
the personal income tax, spread over three
years, and changes in business taxes with
a sharp acceleration in depreciation. The
notion that giving business a big tax break
will encourage capital investment is a
fraud. Actually, there is no shortage of investment funds. Corporate savings (undistributed profits, plus depreciation reserves)
are very large and even the rate of increase in personal savings has not declined. Also, industry is still operating at
something like 75% capacity, even though
the 1980 recession is officially over.
It is the direction that new investment
takes that is especially important. What is
most needed is investment in new machinery for both manufacturing and agriculture. This is where productivity is low
and declining. But investment in such
equipment has been essentially stationary
for decades. The big money has gone into
such areas as office and communication
equipment, fast-food chains, and into overseas expansion of American companies.
Thus, even if tax incentives for business
are effective in stimulating investment, the
result will not do much to end stagflation.
"ECONOMIC ROYALISTS"
We have entered a new era. Like the
New Deal of the 30s, it is being ushered in
by 'serious economic difficulties, but a
wholly different group is now proclaiming
itself the savior. The "economic royalists"
who hated Roosevelt's guts are now in
charge. What can labor do to fight back?
The AFL-CIO Executive Council, meeting on February 16, adopted a detailed
program for dealing with the associated
evils of inflation, high interest rates, low
production and unemployment. As opposed to the administration's program, it
stresses the continued need for government
action to safeguard the hard won benefits
now enjoyed by workers and the disadvantaged, and it demands equality of
sacrifice. These are a few of the many
proposals:
• On credit: Rather than reliance on
tight money and high interest to curb inflation, the use of selective credit controls
-targeted to certain sectors of the economy for productive industrial developand needed housing expansion."
• On energy: To continue controls on
oil and natural gas; to support alternative
sources of energy; to expand conservation measures; and to "establish a US oil
import agency to purchase and distribute
oil imports." This last proposal would be
a step toward nationalization of the oil industry, but the AFL-CIO does not go this
tar
• On employment: Expansion of public
service and public works jobs, and expansion of training programs. Maintain and
improve existing income support programs
for the unemployed, the poor and the elderly, including unemployment insurance,
trade adjustment assistance and food
stamps.
e On taxes: A refundable tax credit
equal to 20% of the employer's and 5(4 of
the employee's Social Security tax.
* Creation of a Reconstruction Finance
Corporation to direct public and private
investment funds into necessary reindustrialization projects, such as the encouragement of new industries and the assistance of older industries to modernize and
expand. This proposal, modeled after the
RFC set up to help fight the depression of
the '30s, is a modest step toward economic planning.
The 1LWU supports the AFL-CIO proposals, but adds our strong opposition to
the Reagan Administration's program for
a vast expansion of armaments. What labor can and must do is to fight for wage
increases sufficient to match inflation, and
to present a united front against such deregulation proposals as threaten safety
and health conditions. It can do little about
unemployment. Short of a successful mobilization of labor and other progressive
forces, ours is going to have to be primarily a holding operation: we can expect
few major gains under the circumstances
now prevailing or likely to prevail in the
next two years.
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Coalitions needed

Speakers warn of new corporate attacks on labor
HONOLULU — The hard-won gains of
the 1960s "remain — in 1981 — illusory,
fragile, and permanently susceptible to
challenge and dissolution," warned
Georgia State Senator Julian Bond.
As the featured speaker April n at the
ILWU's 24th Biennial Convention, Bond
urged delegates to halt the erosion of
workers' rights by mobilizing at the polls
and strengthening those institutions "that
have meant so much to so many of us in
past times of crisis.
"Twenty years ago a mighty coalition of
labor, minorities, the churches, the best
elements of the business community, decent American women and men, joined together to institutionalize the constitutional
promise of life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. Today that promise has been

Yet all too often blacks are found in
"second-tier" service and garment industry jobs as opposed to "first-tier" industrial and skilled trade jobs. "And the gap
between wages in first- and second-tier
jobs is growing, creating the likelihood of
what one union leader calls a class struggle within a class struggle."
The fight against racial discrimination in
housing, employment and education must
be widened to help end economic discrimination as well, he said.
"And if there is a time for change, it is
found most immediately in the elections
of next year." Workers must recognize
their common interests and become a
multi-issue electorate that will insist candidates take more than one right position.
"Those of you who believe in clean water
ought not support a man with a dirty heart.
If your candidate is right on rivers but
wrong on people, you must make him right
on people, too."
Equally important as "putting the rascals out and the good guys in" is building
up progressive institutions, said Bond.
It's a national scandal, for example, that
the NAACP receives only nominal support
while the Ku Klux Klan has reported a
25% increase in membership over the last
two decades.

Also addressing the convention was
Hawaii Governor George Ariyoshi. He reviewed the history of the Islands from the
time when the sugar and pineapple industries dominated the scene, and he praised
the ILWU for helping to transform a plantation community into a thriving, progressive state.
Recognizing the ILWU's enduring political clout in Hawaii, the Governor asked
delegates to supuport a State Plan which
encompasses 12 key areas, including tourism and. agriculture.

broken, and that coalition needs to reassert
itself again."
An example of the regressive trend in
America, said Bond,.are the recent efforts
by conservative politicians to alter or
eradicate the 1965 Voting Rights Act, the
landmark legislation that made it possible
for American minorities to enter the political process as equals.
CONSERVATIVE CONFEDERACY
"This same conservative confederacy in
the Congress," he added, "intends to take
the Federal government entirely out of the
business of enforcing equal opportunity in
American education. They intend to eliminate affirmative action for women and
minorities. They intend to emasculate the
Food Stamp Program, to cut back on
CETA, to establish a two-tiered minimum
wage that will force sons and daughters
into cruel competition for scarce jobs with
their mothers and fathers.
"They intend, in fact, if they have their
way, to erase the laws and programs written in blood and sweat in the 20 years since
Martin Luther King was the premier figure
in Black America, and Black America
"One important aspect of the Plan is to
seemed single-minded in pursuit of its increase our self-sufficiency by expanding
cur sugar and pineapple industries," he
freedom."
Bond's speech went on to trace the labor said. "With its passage we will know what
movement's seesaw relationship with mi- we must do to make a good living for
nority America from the beginning of the curselves and what we must do so that our
AFL in 1886 to the present. Racism and children will enjoy some of the things we
discrimination marked that relationship in have."
the early days, he said, but by the 1960s
"unions were the most supportive force
allied with blacks. The 1964 and 1965 Civil
Dennis Glavin
Rights Acts never could have become law
witihout the vital moral and political comRecalling the insidious red-baiting that
mitment of the American labor movesplit the labor movement in the late 'forment."
ties and early 'fifties, United Electrical,
OUTMODED SYSTEM
Radio and Machine Workers of America
But as the Sixties slid slowly by, the
President Dennis Glavin told ILWU
(UE)
Amercommitment of many sectors of the
convention
delegates on April 30 that our
ican public began to wane, he said. People
must fight back-to-back once
unions
two
"rightly perceived that their taxes were es- more against a new wave of repression
calating to pay for barely maintaining an
posed by the Reagan administration.
outmoded system for the delivery of social
"The ILWU and the UE have a long
to
led
services, but they were wrongly
believe that their taxes were high because history of unity," he said, "going back
of the lazy poor, and not because of the to the McCarthy era when people were
corporate evaders or the military glutton." vilified and crucified. After 30 years we
Today, however, black Americans are still have not recovered."
Glavin pointed out that while the US
much more likely to be represented by organized labor than are whites, said Bond, hostages were held captive in Iran, "bills
were slipping throtigh the House and the
"so much more likely that the new breed
of union-busters advise employers not to Senate every day, left and right, without
hire more black people than Federal and opposition . under the guise that if you
spoke out against them, you were unpaState fair employment laws require."

triotic. We are now suffering with some
of those bills."
He especially implored delegates to
keep a close eye on the newly formed
Senate Committee on Security and Terrorism, which has the power and personnel to
conduct sweeping witch hunts. "It's the
cicsest thing to the McCarthy era that we
have had in the past 30 years," he said.
BIGGEST THREAT
But the biggest threat to our nation, insisted Galvin, is Secretary of State Alexander Haig, a man "who happens to see
ccmmies in his bed and in his closet and

even frisks his chauffeur on his way to
work every morning."
Reagan and Haig are tragically mistaken, added the UE President, if they
think El Salvador "is the place to draw the
line on communism."
NO MANDATE
Reflecting on the past hundred days of
the Reagan administration, Glavin emphasized that the president has no more of a
mandate to engage in military adventurism than he has to restrict civil liberties
or tuileash the corporations.
He blasted Reagan's giveaways to AT&T
and the oil companies, pointing out that
two weeks after the President carried out
the decontrol of oil prices 31 oil executives donated $270,000 to Nancy Reagan to
refurbish the White House.
"Poor Nancy just wasn't used to living
in that kind of squalor," observed Glavin.

Dockers, Widows
On Pension List
SAN FRANCISCO — Following is the
May 1981 listing of dock-workers retired under various ILWU-PMA plans:
Local 8, Portland: Albert Bacon,
Charles G. Embury, Robert F. Jensen;
Local 10, San Francisco: Raymond Juarez, Izear Larry; Local 13, Wilmington: James Bryer;Local 14, Eureka:
Eugene Norman; Local 19, Seattle: Leo
J. Pakka; Local 23, Tacoma: Kenneth
Marshall; Local 34, San Francisco:
James P. McDermott.
* The widows are: Elizabeth Aden,
(Martin, Local 8); Evelyn Brooks, (Si!ton, Local 10); Hazel Carpenter, (Carl,
Local 10); Adele K. Dorward, (William,
Local 52); Simica Dragovich, (Marion,
Local 13); Consuelo Gutierrez, (Paul,
Local 13); Naomi M. Hall, (John, Local
13); Geraldine Halvorsen, (Martin, Local 8); Signe E. Holberg, (Einar, Local
10); Florence Hunsaker, (Raymond,
Local 12).
Gladys Jansen, (Albert, Local 23);
Lola Mae Lampkin, (Ennis, Local 13):
Maudie McNevin, (John, Local 63);
Francisca Mares,(Raymond, Local 13);
Gazella Scott, (Albert, Local 94); June
Sorikoff, (John, Local 10); Suk Cha
Sullivan (Leo, Local 13); Margaret Suppus, (Charles, Local 10); Ira L. Tiflis,
(James, Local 13); Rose A. Vargas,
(Joseph, Local 10); Dora Vilicich,
(Joseph, Local 13); Florence Winkler,
(Fred, Local 19).
* Names in brackets are those of deceased husbands.

-And it was just mere thanks to the President for lifting the controls."
UNEMPLOYMENT
Many of the ILWU delegates nodded
their heads in agreement as Glavin pointed out the absurdity of a president — a
former union leader — who decries unemployment and then cuts student loan and
CETA programs which will throw thousands of students out of college and over
a million workers out of jobs, only to land
in an already depressed labor market.
Conditions within the workplace are also
threatened by attacks on the Occupational
Safety & Health Administration, said
Glavin. Although labor beat back efforts
to repeal the OSHA bill last year, it must
now prevent attempts to emasculate the
administration through budget cuts.
Citing a case in Colorado where a mine
was found to have been in violation of
OSHA safety regulations 1,133 times in the
past five years, Glavin exclaimed that it
was "absolutely incredible that working
people have to work under those conditions! And what was done? Nothing . . .
until just two weeks ago when 15 miners
gave their lives; now they finally closed
it down."
And what help can workers expect from
President Reagan and his "emerald Cabinet," asked Glavin, when the new Secretary of Labor, Raymond Donovan, is the
vice president of a construction company
which was cited 135 times for OSHA violations, and also for violations of the DavisBacon Act and sex discrimination?
MILITARY SPENDING
Also targeting Reagan's arms spending,
Glavin explained that just because workers speak against the military budget does
not mean they're not patriotic. Of course
we have to be strong enough to defend
ourselves, he said, but we already have
that capability many times over.
"We can talk about patriotism, but at
the same time we have to be realistic. Out
of the ;48 billion (that's been added to the
military budget), $44 billion of that will
be taken out of aid for the social services,
for the unemployed, the elderly, the disabled, mass transit, school lunches, food
stamps, Medicaid — and the litany goes
on. No one can justify that kind of spending for more weaponry and taking away
from the poor people who need to live."
Meanwhile, he says, the United States
has already pumped over $200 million to
continue the bloodshed in El Salvador.
Some 13,000 people were murdered there
last year, the vast majority of whom were
killed by US supported government security forces.
"As we say with the McCarthy days:
never again . . . we must also say no to
more Vietnam. . . .
-It's not my point, Brothers and Sisters
— or, perhaps it is, to be the merchant of
gloom. But I think it's time that we all
spoke up. We are the working people. We
are the majority — not the moral majority
that's running around the country now, but
the real majority, the people who keep
this country as great as it is."

Capt. Lloyd Martin
"If there is a message to go out," said
Masters, Mates and Pilots Secretary-Treasurer Lloyd Martin, "it should be that labor
cannot be counted out. We will stand together and do whatever is necessary to accomplish our goals."
Speaking before the convention, Martin
expressed greetings to the delegates from
the MMP and its parent organization, the
International Longshoremen's Association.
The MMP and the ILWU have the same beliefs and we have received total support
from the ILWU in the true spirit of cooperation, he said.
"The ILA and the ILWU have a mutual
aid pact, and we are the catalyst to make
that pact work."
Martin also deplored the results of the
last national elections, and said the ability
of President Reagan to appoint members
of the National Labor Relations Board "is
like an ax hanging over our heads. We
have to make our voices heard."
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LIAM legal problems described
in report to convention delegates
A new feature in the Report of the
Officers to the 24th Biennial Convention
was a section on legal affairs, reviewing
the status of major cases in which the
ILWU has been involved or which are now
pending which are now pending in various
courts or before the NLRB. While most of
these cases involve the longshore division,
the officers pointed out, "no single part of
this union can consider itself immune"
from the increasing tendency of the courts
and administrative agencies to intervene
in the bargaining process.
The officers first reviewed the ILWU's
victory in the Williams case, a suit by 51
Safety and Health Committee discussed a wide range of strategies to improve
enforcement. From left, ILWU safety coordinator Russ Bargmann, committee former -B" registered longshoremen who
secretary Kenji Tanigawa, Local 142; co-chairmen Fred Galdones, Local 142; claim that they were improperly deregistered in 1963. The cases might have inand Lou Brock, Local 12.
volved a liability of millions of dollars for
the ILWU. and a basic attack on the registration system in the longshore industry.
The refusal of the Supreme Court this last
when a Supreme Court ruling legalized year to rehear the case was a "clear cut
Following is the section of the
the establishment of corporate Political victory for the ILWU," a victory which
Officers' Report to the TwentyAction Committees, a flood of cash has -would have been impossible without the
Fourth Biennial Convention of the
dramatically shifted the balance of power tireless and dedicated service of our atILWU dealing with the state of
in local, state and national government. torneys Richard Gladstein, now retired,
the US labor movement in general.
Since 1974, the number of corporate and and Norman Leonard."
trade association Political Action CommitA case with similar legal issues, the re
It comes as no surprise that the overall tees has quadrupled.
port continued, was the Beriault case instrategy developed by the corporate leadvolving the International and Local 40.
POLITICAL STRATEGY
ership of the US to solve the economic
The plaintiffs were casual checkers. While
The
employers'
legislative
program,
as
problems which we have discussed, conthe damages might not have been potensists largely of an attack on those who we have seen it develop so far, is the tially as great as
in the Williams case,
perfect
complement
to
their
bargaining
have already borne the heaviest part of
strategy. The Reagan budget proposals, the legal issues were at least equally serithe load.
GUS because the casuals attacked the enThe prevailing theory is that the Ameri- which we have discussed in the economic tire registration system
— both A and B.
section
of
this
report,
are
the
most
dracan economy is in deep trouble because
The
District
with the union
agreed
Judge
matic
evidence
of this program. In addiAmerican workers are overpaid, and otherthat such a system, was lawful and distion,
we
are
certainly
going
to
see
efforts
wise reap too many benefits from what
missed the suit. The plaintiffs did not apBusiness Week magazine has called a to dismantle OSHA—by making it a con- peal.
sultant
to
corporations
rather
than
an
ad-creaking mechanism of collective barDISCRIMINATION
gaining." This makes investment in do- vocate of worker safety — the EnvironIn another case involving Local 40, Gibmestic industry unattractive, and weakens mental Protection Agency, the minimum
the US in the face of foreign competition. wage and scores of other programs, large son, the Court of Appeals has made a
Business is also hampered by too much and small, which are seen as retarding finding of racial discrimination and has
sent the matter back to the District Court
regulation — far too much time, energy "productivity."
In the last few years unions and their to assess damages and to fix appropriate
and expense must be drained off to deal
with such trivial issues as worker health allies have assumed a defensive posture. relief. The present status of that case is
and safety and environmental protection. But while there is no point in minimizing that it is set for trial but, in view of the
Every obstacle to business' freedom to ma- the problems, the "experts" of the left finding of discrimination, efforts are being
neuver and make profits must be elimi- or right, who have already pronounced made to settle it.
last rites over labor, are premature. In
nated.
These and similar cases raise serious
Unions and the collective bargaining a quiet and workmanlike manner, most questions, first with respect to the duty of
process are also, the theory continues, a unions continue to go about their business, lair representation mentioned earlier and,
major obstacle. And so, over the last few negotiating agreements and providing second with respect to the legal obligations
years, working people and their organiza- services which dramatically improve the imposed upon the International and all of
tions have been subject to one of the most lives of millions of working people, and its locals by various State and Federal
devastating attacks in history. Two years protect them from the worst effects of statutes prohibiting employment discrimiago we drew particular attention to em- government and employer attacks.
nation because of race, sex, or age. "Careployer attacks on a number of unions, inORGANIZING WINS
ful attention has to be paid to all these
cluding the United Mine Workers. We
There have also been some important matters in future operations," the Officers
commented also on the increasing trend organizing victories in the last two years. concluded.
for employers to attack at the bargaining After 17 years of outrageous company reThe officers reported on the status of
table benefits which had been won over sistance—including massive numbers of the Cal Cartage case, under which the
many years of struggle. We noted the use unfair labor practices, harassment and Labor Board and the Court of Appeals
of increasingly sophisticated and effective discrimination, telephone-tapping, and out- ruled that ILWU-PMA Container Freight
means to frustrate union organizing ef- right refusal to bargain—thousands of em- Station Supplement to be in violation Of
forts and even to win decertification elec- ployees at J. P. Stevens last year won the National Labor Relations Act.
tions. In general, a Labor Department of- their first collective bargaining agreement
Last summer, the Supreme Court held
ficial said in late 1979, employers "feel with the textile giant. The contract was that the Labor Board had applied impropmore militant today. . Management once a triumph of tenacious organizing and in- er legal standards in finding the ILA's
perceived itself as being in the weaker novative tactics — including a consumer container rules unlawful, and sent the case
position when dealing with the union. That boycott, massive publicity, and corporate back to the Board for further consideraday seems to be ending."
pressure. The Steelworkers won an equal- tion. In light of that decision, the ILWU
WELL-INSULATED
ly important victory at Tenneco's ship- then requested that Court to take similar
In fact, more and more companies, es- yards in Newport News, Virginia. Both action in the Cal Cartage case.
pecially the big ones, feel themselves well these victories are expected to provide a
"Recently the Court entered an order
insulated from union pressure. Their as- major impetus for future organizing in which, in effect set aside its original order
sets are increasingly being located over- the South.
enforcing the Board order. This means
Again, while labor and its allies took a that we will have a chance to reargue our
seas. They are widely diversified. There is
little to stop these employers from shifting beating during the 1980 elections, their ef- position that container work is really a
production or even closing up shop and forts to play a stronger role in the public substitute for old fashioned break-bulk
moving elsewhere in search of a "better life of the nation continue. The Citizens/ dock work." Warning against excessive
business climate."
Labor Energy Coalition has evolved into optimism the officers concluded that the
In this context, a number of strong a stable, functional advocate for the inunions have been forced to bite the bullet. terests of working people and consumers
The United Auto Workers' agreement with in the national struggle over energy polChrysler Corporation, trimming labor icy. The Reagan program itself has given
costs by $462.5 billion over three years, birth to new coalitions of unions and other
has received the most publicity. The Steel- organizations to defend the social service
workers, Rubber Workers, Meatcutters programs under attacks. The United Mine
and others have made similar concessions. Workers have seized the initiative by holdWhile the Teamsters, in September 1980, ing massive demonstrations in Washington
turned down an employer demand for against the proposed cutback in the Black
a mid-contract COLA reduction, the truck- Lung Program.
But this is only the barest beginning of
ing industry has announced that it intends
what is going to have to be a much broadto pursue the issue forcefully.
The same strategy has taken another er program, one which must begin with
form in the political and legislative arena the strongest possible unity within each
where, in recent years "corporations have union, within the labor movement as a
been investing in Congress as methodical- whole, and the creation of firm coalitions International counsel Norman Leonly as brokers buying stocks," according between the labor movement and those ard reported on legal problems affectto the Wall Street Journal. Since 1974, who share its interests.
ing ILWU.

Officers analyze employer strategies

I

ILWU now has a foot in the door, but
that is all. The matter will be pursued
vigorously."
MAINTENANCE, REPAIR
The next important NLRB case is California United Terminals, which involves
maintenance and repair work on chassis
and containers in the Long Beach Harbor
area within the jurisdiction of Local 13.
A challenge was made to Sections 1.7, 1.71,
and 1.8 of the Coast Contract which assign
such work to longshoremen, but which
"grandfather in" certain prior practices.
The argument was that in applying these
sections to CUT's new operation, Local 13
was attempting to obtain machinists' work
that they not had before.
The Administrative Law Judge ruled
that on the facts of that particular case.
CUT's utilization of longshoremen was not
an unfair labor practice. But he went on
to "interpret" the contract clauses, and to
conclude that in some other circumstances
they might violate the law. The union has
filed an appeal from this latter portion
of the decision, contending that once having found no violation in the CUT situation, the Judge should have dismissed the
complaint and should not have speculated
about what might happen in other cases.
A decision by the Board is expected momentarily.
Looking forward to the next two years,
the officers predicted continued tough going. "There are two vacancies on the
NLRB to be filled by the new administration. Every indication we have is that they
will not be filled by friends of the labor
movement." The courts continue to expand their jurisdiction as well, the continued. Particularly in areas of race, sex
and age discrimination, "Unions are targets of attacks, often unjuistifited, but
which require long and, unfortunately,
costly defense.'

Local 4, Vancouver
Longshore Local 4, Vancouver, Washington, will hold its mid-term election to fill
the office of one labor relations position.
Polling will be between the hours of 6:30
a.m. to 5:30 p.m. May 20 thru 22, 1981 at
1205 Ingalls Street, Vancouver, Washington.

Local 17, Sacramento
The following officers have been elected
by members of this Sacramento area
warehouse local: President, Obie Brandon;
Vice -President, Jack Wyatt; Financial
Secretary-Treasurer/Business Agent, Lupe
Martinez; Recording Secretary, Frank
Maguire; Sergeant at Arms, Jose Soto;
Dispatcher, R. B. Snelson; Assistant Dispatcher, Richard Tomasello; Trustees,
Larry Valine, Jim Newson, John Carlin;
Northern California District Council are,
Willie Walker and Al Bailey. Also elected
was a 22-member executive board.

Local 33, San Diego/
San Pedro
Members of Fishermen Local 33 have
elected their 1981 officials: president, Anthony Vidovich; vice-president, Joseph
Monti; secretary-treasurer, John J. Royal;
San Pedro BA, Frank Burcina; San Diego
BA, Joseph Silva. Rudy Crnko is the chief
patrolman and Mike Bodlovich the barge
dispatcher.
John J. Royal and Frank Burcina are
the convention delegates. The audit committee consists of the following members
(write-ins): Noah Gomes, Tom Parun,
Leonard Pavone and John Vidovich. An
11- member executive board was also
elected.

Local 63, Wilmington
Nominations are presently open for the
offices of secretary/BA, dispatcher, 2 relief dispatchers, LRC, promotions committeepersons (3) and the Marine Clerks
Memorial Association board. Balloting is
by mail. Ballots will be mailed no later
than May 25 and returned no later than
midnight, June 9, 1961.
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1. Reagan Economic Program
President Reagan's program of massive cuts in federal spending on social programs, plus a tax cut for
individuals and businesses is a renewed declaration of
war against those at the bottom end of the economic
ladder.
We are particularly concerned with the real hardships
that will be caused by the proposed massive cuts in
social programs. The groundwork has been laid for an
attack on social security. Particularly offensive to the
trade union movement are cutbacks in extended unemployment insurance, black lung benefits, and trade
adjustment assistance. Such social spending is often the
only thing standing between many members of this
society and permanent, bottomless depression.
The pretense that a $59.3 billion business tax break
over the next five years will take up the slack by stimulating the creation of jobs in the private sector is the
cruelest deception. Tax cuts on individual income are
geared to the needs of the wealthiest members of this
society.
The Reagan program will not reduce inflation because
it does not cut, but in fact increases, the single most
inflationary item in the federal budget, military expenditures. It does not address itself to a monopolistic pricing
structure which permits a handful of corporations and
financial institutions to set prices almost at will. It
destroys whatever modest progress has been made
toward reducing energy costs by encouraging the development of alternative sources. Finally it will not reduce
unemployment because it is based on a "trickle-down"
theory of economics which has been proven wrong time
and time again.
The ILWU will join with the rest of the labor movement in a struggle to defeat the Reagan proposals, and
in particular to save the social programs which have
been won with great effort over the last generation. We
will only be successful if we are able to develop a broad
coalition of community forces, one which can generate its
own alternative program, based on peacetime full employment, equitable taxation, and social justice.

2. Unemployment
Unemployment is today the nation's single greatest
economic problem. The national unemployment rate for
March 1981 was 7.3%, one percentage point higher than
March 1980. Older, minority, teenage. and women workers have rates of unemployment substantially greater
than the national average. When discouraged workers
who have given up hope of ever finding jobs and workers
who have taken part-time jobs because full-time ones
are not available are counted, about one in ten of all
American workers are unemployed.
High on the Reagan "hit list" of budget cuts is some
$4.6 billion in job programs run by the Department of
Labor, the single greatest slice being the elimination of
some 340,000 public service jobs for workers who have
been unemployed at least 10 weeks and whose family
income is below $10,000. Because of recent changes in
the law, these workers would not be eligible for unemployment benefits.
The Administration also proposes to trim unemployment insurance benefits. The Labor Department estimates that about 1 million people will be denied benefits
in whole or part next year if Reagan prevails.
As one might expect, the Reagan Administration proposals have the blessings of the National Association of
Manufacturers and the Chamber of Commerce.
The Reagan jobs and unemployment benefits proposals are cruel at best, a prescription for disaster at
worst. The calamitous effects on individuals are obvious;
the negative effects will send shockwaves of enormous
proportions throughout the entire economy.
The Convention urges ILWU officers, locals and
rank and file members to join with our allies in the
labor movement, in politics, and in the community to
vigorously oppose the President's brutal attempt to bold
those at the bottom of the economic ladder responsible
for getting the economy back on track.

3. Energy
The Reagan Administration shows no interest in federal action to meet the energy problem; its concern is
to get the government out of the energy business, relying
almost exclusively on private initiative to develop alternative energy sources. Elimination of remaining controls
over oil prices was one of its first acts, despite its obvious impact on inflation. The next step will be de-control
of natural gas causing untold economic hardship.
Private enterprise will not make the investment necessary to replace federal expenditures, except in those
areas where large profits can be made—not by any means
necessarily where they are most needed.
ILWU reiterates its serious concern over any increased
reliance on nuclear power, and particularly any relaxation of safety regulations. We demand continuance and
strengthening of conservation measures, and of the development of non-polluting alternative energy sources.
The ILWU calls for nationalization of the oil industry.

4. Legislative Agenda
The ILWU has always looked beyond the immediate
horizon to the ultimate goals we envision for our country.
Reactionary office-holders come and go, but this has
never prevented the American people from continuing to
move toward a freer, more equal, and more humane

Twenty-Fourth Biennial Convention

Programs and Policie
society. Accordingly, we restate our legislative objectives for the next two years and beyond.
• We will continue to work for a national system of
health care.
• We will work for a truly progressive tax system.
• We will work for a federally mandated shorter
work week.
• We will fight to maintain and expand federal protection of workers against industrial dislocation. The
Trade Adjustment Assistance Act, which provides minimal income protection for many of these workers, is
under attack by the Reagan administration and must be
saved.
• We will work to achieve federal standards for state
workers' compensation laws.
• We will continue to work with other unions and environmentalists who recognize that jobs, clean air, clean
water, and the preservation of our natural resources
are consistent, not opposing, interests. The Clean Air Act,
now under heavy corporate attack, must be preserved.
• We will continue to defend the rights of undocumented workers and to help prevent immigrants to the
United States from being made the scapegoat for our
current economic maladies.
• We will continue to seek amendments to federal
labor laws which will give unorganized workers the opportunity to participate in union representation elections without complicated legal -red tape" and frustrating delays.

4a. Independent Political
Action
The ILWU will develop a legislative program, and
will judge any candidate on his or her public position
on the following minimum poliical demands.
•Repeal Taft-Hartley and defend the Davis-Bacon
Act.
•Oppose the reintroduction of a wage freeze.
• Oppose cut-backs of necessary social services to
working people.
• Support the Equal Rights Amendment, affirmative
action programs, and anti-Klan legislation.
•Oppose the military draft, increases in the military
budget, US military interventions, and aid to fascist
regimes in South Africa, El Salvador, etc.

5. Defense Spending
Motivated by heightened and greatly exaggerated
fears of the military intentions of the Soviet Union, the
Reagan Administration is seeking an additional $3 billon in defense funds over the next 18 months, while
slashing spending for social services and other federal
programs. The Pentagon budget for fiscal 1982 is targeted
at 222 billion dollars.
These huge jumps in military spending will mean
higher inflation, a worsening balance-of-payments gap,
a drain on productive investment, soaring interest rates,
increasing taxes, a debased currency and, in the longer
term, more unemployment.
This Convention demanis that Congress not succumb
to the irrational and reckless demands of the Reagan
Administraion for more military expenditures. We instruct our titled officers to commit the political and legislative resources of the ILWU to the struggle to hold the
line on military spending, defend necessary social programs, and begin the job of converting the massive
waste which exists in the defense budget to the providing
of goods and services by which all in society might
benefit.

6. Social Security
Loose statements by Reagan supporters have been
widely interpreted as threats to the whole Social Security structure. The President's subsequent announcement
that he had no intention of attacking basic Social Security benefits was no doubt designed to weaken opposition
to proposed cuts in what are labeled as "secondary"
Social Security programs worth some $2.3 billion in 1982.
They include the ending of benefits to students 18 to 21,
removing the current floor on benefits, and tightening
disability rules.
Other ways of reducing the Social Security budget
which have been seriously discussed incluie a proposal
to raise the retirement age from 65 to 68.
The justification for all such cuts derives from the
scare claims that Social Security is threatened with
bankruptcy. The facts are that it never has been fully
funded, and was never intended to be. It is essentially a
"pay-as-you-go" program. It is true that the problem of
financing is becoming more difficult as the number of
beneficiaries increases, and as the cost of benefits rises
due to inflation. But the system is backed by the fiscal
integrity of the US Treasury and, short of a most
unlikely and currently unforeseen total financial collapse,
the system's ability to pay is not in question.
The ILWU and the labor movement generally, however, do have serious criticisms of the current method of
financing. We continue to advocate, as an alternative to

On these pages are summaries of the
statements of policy and resolutions
passed by the Twenty-Fourth Biennial Convention, held in Honolulu, Hawaii, April 27May 2, 1981. These statements and resolutions will serve as guidelines for action on
a variety of subjects to the officers of the
union and the International Executive
Board.
They are numbered here in the same
order as they were at the Convention.
Where numbers are skipped or are missing, it means the resolutions were either
filed, referred to a committee, or consolidated into other statements.

steady increases in regressive payroll tax, that Social
Security costs should be supplemented from general revenues, the major sources of which are much more progressive. Also, the $23,700 income limit beyond which
high income persons do not have to pay taxes into the
trust fund, should be eliminated entirely.
The ILWU shall continue to be part of the powerful
coalition which opposes any weakening of Social Security,
and shall support amendments to change the method of
financing to make it less heavily regressive.

8. Longshore Compensation
The Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act will come under more vicious attack from the
shippers and their insurance carriers during this Congress than ever before. Along with the usual complaints
that the Act is "too expensive," "too generous," "a work
disincentive," etc., maritime employers and their
spokesmen are using the old ploy of labor corruption and
fraudulent claims as an excuse to emasculate this vital
program.
To the extent that the Act is financially burdensome,
it has long been clear that the true culprits are not disabled longshoremen, but the insurance industry—which
is virtually unregulated and is specifically exempt from
federal anti-trust law—and maritime employers. Rather
than acknowledge the problems of health-and-safety
hazards on the waterfront and the needless waste of insurance premium dollars on litiga'ion and other overhead rake-offs, the maritime industry and their insurance carriers prefer to spend their resources on contesting the compensation claims of injured workers.
The amendments to the Act now pending would re-
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'Tremendous app
(Following is the conclusion to the Officers'
Report to the ILWU Twenty-Fourth Biennial
Convention.)
When all the results of the ILWU's activity over the
last two years are summed up and analyzed, it's clear
that the union has come through an extremely difficult
period with a solid record of accomplishment, and
enters the 1980s in excellent overall shape.
This is not to minimize the problems we face. The
continuation of record-shattering inflation has posed a
tremendous challenge to the entire collective bargaining process. Chronic unemployment and the increasingly ominous threat of plant closure has undermined
union bargaining power to a degree. Employers who
once accepted the union's existence as an unpleasant
fact of life are in a far more militant frame of mind.
The courts continue to wield a heavy hand at the bargaining table.
While the need for expanded organizing has rarely
been as urgent, many unorganized workers are grateful enough just to have a job, and hesitate to rock the
boat. Others are persuaded or intimidated by the professional union-busters.
"A MINEFIELD"
The national political environment is a virtual
minefield. While the record of the Carter administration
and the last session of Congress is best characterized
as a series of broken promises. we can expect nothing
but outright hostility from the new-right ideologues
and employer front men who now control the White
House and the Senate.
The ILWU has, in our opinion, responded extremely well to these challenges. In negotiations in the California warehouse industry, beginning with the Northern
California Master Contract, the union won important
economic and other gains, and defeated a number
of employer takeaway efforts. Major economic gains
were made in sugar and pineapple in Hawaii. There
were breakthroughs in the cotton and fish processing
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duce the jurisdiction of the Act in such an arbitrary
manner that many longshoremen and shipyard workers
would be covered only part of the time at certain work
sites. Many workers would no longer be covered at all.
Employers would control the selection of physicians.
The benefits provided by the Act would be drastically
reduced under a series of formula changes (including a
three percent cost-of-living adjustment maximum).
The ILWU will work in close cooperation with the
other unions whose members are covered by the Act to
defeat these amendments.

9. Plant Closings
Organized labor must use its collective bargaining
muscle to protect its members against plant closings.
Unions can negotiate contractual provisions which insulate their members against the most immediately
devastating consequences of plant closings. These include
severance pay, extended health and welfare benefits,
liberalized pension benefits and qualifications, the payment in cash of unused vacation and sick leave benefits, and adequate prior notice.
Organized labor must use its resources to fight for
protective legislation to provide for extended unemployment and welfare benefits, retraining, relocation assistance, financial reimbursement to local communities by
employers who flee, alternative uses of closed facilities;
and, finally, punitive measures against corporations that
flaunt their responsibilities to the workers and the communities from whom they run.
Organized labor must join with its allies in the community to fight for new standards for corporate behavior
— ones which make workers the equals of companies,
jobs the equals of profits, and communities the equals of
stockholders.
Organized labor must use its resources, training, and
skills to operate plants that are closed or threatened
with closure.
This Convention urges the International Union and all
local union affiliates of the ILWU to put the subject of
plant closings at the top of their bargaining priorities
and legislative programs, and to join wherever practical
with those unions and community groups who share our
concern with plant closings and the development of ways
to solve the problem.

10. Log Exports
Log exports provide jobs for loggers, scalers, truckers, sorters, boom and raftmen, tugboatmen, and longshoremen as well as a means of economic support for

port communities. Log exports help to reduce our
nation's trade deficit.
The lumber industry, along with its spokesmen in
Congress and in the State Legislatures, are again seeking a ban on the export of logs. Such a ban, they claim,
would protect jobs, lower timber and lumber prices, and
reserve more timber for domestic needs.
We sympathize fully with our fellow workers in the
forest products industry, many of whom are now unemployed. We are in full agreement that the ideal
trade pattern for all of us would be an increase in the
export of finished wood products. The ILWU is working
with other unions and the industry to achieve that goal.
However, our research and experience over the years
has proven that a ban on log exports would not produce
markets at home or abroad.
A ban on log exports would severely damage port
communities and the livelihood of Northwest longshoremen, while increasing the nation's trade deficit. A ban
would not lower the price of timber, lower interest rates,
or lower the cost of homes, and it would not start one
mill to operating or put one woodworker back to work.
The demand for lumber and wood products is virtually at a standstill both at home and in Japan. The
demand for forest products is not determined by the
availability of timber but by the erratic cycle of the
market.
The ILWU supports the Japan-American Lumber Conference negotiations now in progress which are expected
to result in expanded exports of finished lumber and
wood products to Japan.
The most effective steps the Federal government could
take to achieve stability in the wood products industry
would be an aggressive public housing program and a
campaign to lower interest rates.

11. Craig Pritchett
In line with a resolution passed by the 1980 ILWU
Canadian Area Convention requesting the International
Union to discontinue the appointment of International
Representatives in Canada, Brother Craig Pritchett will
be retiring from the position of mviru Regional Director
in Canada effective July 1.
Brother Pritchett has worked towards this goal ever
since the International's posit ion that the union in Canada
must become a truly autonomous section of the International, was made clear to the Canadian membership
by former International officers.
Brother Pritchett has a long and distinguished record
in the Canadian labor movement.
In February, 1959, Pritchett was elected by acclama-

vortunities for ILWU seen in 1980s
industries. Solid economic settlements were reached in
the borax and potash refineries in the California
desert. The severance agreement reached at the Berkeley Colgate-Palmolive plant just before the Convention
is a model of what imaginative and aggressive bargaining can accomplish in an extremely difficult situation.
We have made strides in organizing as well, especially in Hawaii. The affiliation of the Inlandboatmen's
Union of the Pacific will be of enormous benefit to
both organizations. In Alaska, we stand on the threshold of a major growth period, particularly with the
establishment of a new ILWU-IBU structure.
The ILWU's standing with the rest of the labor
movement, and in the community as a whole, remains
high. The establishment of coalitions such as the United
Federation of Industrial and Tidewater Labor Organizations, linking six unions involved in the forest products
industry, is extremely encouraging, along with the
growth of other coalitions on the local level. Actions
such as the longshore division's boycott of military
cargo for El Salvador, and the boycott of Iran, won
substantial support in the general community.
TOUGHER TIMES
We expect, however, that times will become still
tougher, posing ever more strenuous tests. Economic
policies fostered by the Reagan administration will not
measurably affect inflation, and will probably increase
unemployment. Plant closures will multiply. Social programs which in the past have picked up at least some
of the slack left by the private sector, will be devastated. Legislation which has imposed some minimal
degree of accountability on the corporate decisionmakers is under sustained attack. Military spending
has become the top priority — a war psychology dominates the formation of policy.
In this context, our basic task over the next two
years must be, first and foremost, the defense of the
living standards and working conditions of the mem-

bership. No one else is going to do it. With the conclusion of this Convention we move immediately into the
negotiation of a new West coast longshore agreement
(followed by separate negotiations in Alaska and Hawaii) where we face the need to negotiate a substantial
economic package as well as to make continued progress en the complex issues of job security. The Northern California Master Warehouse Contract must be renegotiated in 1982, along with sugar and pineapple.
Scores of other contracts will be negotiated by the
locals, with the full support of the International.
The necessity for labor and like-minded groups to
defend themselves and to pose an alternative vision for
the American people, has never been more pressing.
No one union or interest group can do it on its own —
the times call for the formation of the broadest possible
coalition to contest corporate control of the political
institutions of the United States.
PEACE A PRIORITY
Nowhere is the need for action more pressing than
on the question of peace. The formation of American
foreign policy is now in the hands of men who believe
that nuclear war is a viable policy option, who believe
that all peoples' struggles for self-determination and
economic progress are all directed from Moscow, and
who believe that there should be no limits on US economic expansionism. The ILWU has always had a
unique perspective on these questions within the American labor movement, and must continue work to make
its positions known and understood.
We have a heavy agenda before us. We will succeed in fulfilling it to the extent we maintain ILWU
traditions of democratic rank and file control and local
autonomy, while at the same time developing the tightest possible discipline and unity within this organization and within the labor movement as a whole. There
will be tremendous sacrifices to be made, and tremendous opportunity for growth. We believe that the
membership of the ILWU is equal to the task.
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tion as the founding president of the ILWU Canadian
Area. He retained that position until 1962, at which time
he was appointed an international organizer by the International Union.
He became International Regional Director in 1969.
In the years since then Brother Pritchett continued his
activities within the Canadian labor movement as a
delegate to the Vancouver & District Labour Council
from Local 507, and on numerous occasions a delegate
to the BC Federation of Labour and Canadian Labour
Congress conventions.
Craig has a genuine feeling of satisfaction in knowing
that one of his life-long ambitions and aspirations has
been achieved in that the Canadian membership has
grown to a sovereign and autonomous union, capable of
conducting their own affairs in our International Union.
The Union thanks Craig for the contribution he has
made, and looks forward to many more years of his
help and assistance.

12. Structure of the ILWU
The present structure of the ILWU provides for the
positions of President and Secretary-Treasurer, two VicePresidents, regional directors and organizers in each
major geographic center of activity, and professional
staff at headquarters.
While the Titled Officers do not at this time have any
specific recommendations to make for altering the present structure of the International Union, they have
shared certain thoughts and points of view with one
another, and do have the entire matter under consideration. The objectives of any recommendations to restructure the International would be to make the International's apparatus more effective in serving the needs of our
locals, and making the Union's operations as efficient as
possible enabling the International to do the most that
can be done within the budgetary guidelines established
by the Convention.
This being the case, the Titled Officers seek the permission of the Convention to explore in detail the possible
restructuring of the International, the participation of the
International Executive Board in that process, and the
calling, if necessary, of a special convention during the
next two years which would have as its sole purpose
the consideration of any recommendations to restructure
the International Union which emanate from the Titled
Officers and the International Executive Board. No structural changes may be made without the approval of and
authorization by the Convention.

13. Oppose the Draft
The ILWU has previously stood against the draft in
past wars involving US intervention in the affairs of
other countries, and continues to do so. The ILWU demands more jobs at home for unemployed youth to end
the "poverty draft" manner of staffing the volunteer
army.

15. Trade Act of 1974
The Trade Act of 1974 was established to help American workers who lose their jobs or are working shorter
hours because of increased foreign imports.
Our brothers and sisters working in the sugar and
pineapple and now, the automotive, industries in Hawaii
are still being hurt by imports of foreign sugar, pineapple and automobiles.
The Reagan Administration has targeted the Trade
Act for a cutback, a doubly bitter pill for unemployed
workers who also face reductions in the conventional
unemployment insurance and vocational education programs.
It is the responsibility of our national leadership and
business and industry to work out realistic trade agreements. Scapegoating the American workers is not the
answer. They should not pay for the shortsightedness of
politicians and industrialists.
The convention urges Congress to retain the Trade
Act of 1974 until such time as solutions are found for
the problem of displacement of American workers by
foreign imports.

16. Early Disclosure of
Election Results
Participation in political action is an important part of
the ILWU program in achieving the aims and goals of our
Union. During the last general election held on November 4, 1980, the news media, mainly television and radio,
released the outcome of the presidential election before
the polls were closed on the west coast, Alaska and
Hawaii.
Such activity is irresponsible and contributes more
frustration to an already apathetic voting population. It
leads to conclusions which question the necessity of
voting and hence undermines our much proclaimed
democratic processes.
This Convention supports action which prevents the
early disclosure of results and encourages greater participation in the election process.

18a. Martin Luther King's
Birthday
In recognition of Martin Luther King's contributions
and achievements, the ILWU will join forces with the
—Continued on Page 8
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Trade Union Movement and other labor and community
groups and lend its support, financial and otherwise to
the movement to adopt legislation that will make January 15, Martin Luther King's birthday, a national holiday.
All ILWU locals are urged to set forth as one of their
demands, observation of Martin Luther King's birthday
as a paid holiday until it becomes a national holiday and
thereafter.

19a. Anti-Nazi, Anti-KKK
The threat of fascism in America today is best represented by organizations like the Nazi, KKK, Bircher,
Moral Majority, etc.
The ILWU must take on the fight against these organizations as key parts of our social action program
for the next two years. The ILWU's legislative arm
should help in preparing anti-genocide legislation based
on the UN Anti-Genocide Agreement. This legislation
should be directed towards outlawing the violent direction of organizations like the KKK and the Nazis.

20. Protect Sugar
The ILWU represents 8,000 workers in Hawaii's sugar
industry. The members of the Union. and thousands before them, have been the major force in bringing social
justice, industrial democracy, and political equality to
Hawaii.
Negotiated pay increases resulted in a 1979 payroll
of $121.7 million for Hawaii sugar workers. State revenues from sugar in 1980 amounted to $680 million. Sugar
is still the number one agricultural industry in the
Islands and the stable employer of a basic work force,
with thousands of others who are dependent on the stability of the industry.
However, sugar prices go through boom and bust
cycles. In 1974, the raw cane sugar spot price was 64.5
cents per pound. When the Sugar Act was not renewed
that year, the price dropped to seven cents per pound
(20% is the break-even price) in 1976. Spot prices in 1980
have ranged from 17.5 cents to 44.2 cents per pound, with
indications that this kind of range will continue indefinitely.
Federal action is needed to cushion the effects of
roller coaster sugar prices in order to stabilize the
industry. Therefore, this Convention urges the Congress
and the President of the United States to work together
to enact legislation to insure the survival of the domestic sugar industry. This Convention recommends the inclusion of sugar in the 1981 farm bill which consists of
a loan program covering most of the major crops as well
as the food stamp program.

21. Civil Liberties
A three-pronged attack on the Bill of Rights is being
launched both in the new Congress and by the Reagan
Administration.
The first component of this attack lies in the creation
of the new Senate Subcommittee on Security and Terrorism and in the drive to recreate the House Internal Securities Committee (HISC). The latter would be a throwback to the House un-American Activities Committee.
The second thrust lies in the Reagan Administration's efforts to expand domestic intelligence and enforcement activities through nonlegislative action. These
changes would again legitimize unchecked surveillance,
invasion of privacy, and the political harassment of lawabiding citizens' groups.
Finally, legislative efforts are afoot which would
weaken the Freedom of Information Act and draw a
new blanket of secrecy over the anti-democratic activities of law enforcement agencies.
All of these encroachments on the Bill of Rights are
being justified by the right wing as necessary to deal
with so-called domestic "terrorism" and to protect -national security." The problem of terrorism—which, despite all the rhetoric, currently ranks 17th on the FBI's
list of priorities—cannot excuse the violation of basic
American rights, any more than the old so-called "communist menace" could.
The ILWU opposes these and other efforts to tamper
with the democratic freedoms guaranteed by the US
Constitution.

22. Peace
Today the prospects for peace between the superpowers are as discouraging as they have been in 30
years. To complicate matters, other powers with their
own agendas — South Africa, India, Israel, for example
—either possess nucelar weapons of their own or are
very close to possessing them.
In the United States, with a $1.46 trillion military
budget proposed for the next five years, plans for a new
generation of doomsday weapons, including the MX
missile and the neutron bomb, continue to be developed.
Reagan Administration strategists in both the State and
Defense Departments are apparently convinced that the
U.S. can fight and win a limited nuclear war. Arms
control negotiations are at a standstill due to the failure
of the US Senate to ratify SALT H.
We know of no single more important issue for America today than the pursuit of peace. The passage of

SALT II will continue to be a priority despite the hostile
atmosphere in Washington. As in the past, the ILWU
will continue to bend every effort in this direction.
The Convention further urges that the upcoming Conference on Peace in Northern California be supported
and attended by the Northern California locals.

23. Poland
As the crisis in Polish labor relations has evolved,
the Polish people and their government have made progress in resolving these fundamental problems. Real bargaining has taken place. Each party has shown restraint.
Hopefully, this spirit of restraint and cooperation continues and Poland will emerge from this process as a
stronger, more united, and more prosperous nation.
This Convention expresses its support for and sympathy with the Polish workers. It calls on the Soviet
Union to refrain from intervention, an act which could
only be interpreted as union busting, pure and simple.
Further, we call on the Reagan Administration not to
use the struggle of the Polish workers to exploit the
moral prestige which Polish workers have rightfully
earned for the purpose of increasing international tensions and furthering US cold war objectives.

24. El Salvador
The ILWU strongly protests any further US military,
political or economic assistance to the military government of El Salvador which has imposed a virtual reign
of terror over its people.
In 1980 the US supplied $5.7 million in military aiti,
including communications, transportation and riot control equipment. In March 1981, the Reagan Administration announced its decision to send military advisors and
$25 million in additional military equipment. The parallels
with our escalated intervention in Vietnam are obvious.
The ILWU's 24th Biennial Convention offers its sympathy and support to those forces in El Salvador who
are struggling to bring freedom, justice, and economic
prosperity to the people. We strongly oppose increased
US involvement there.
The Convention thanks the members of the Longshore Division of the ILWU for their support of the
Union's refusal to handle military equipment being
shipped to El Salvador.
The Convention authorizes the Titled Officers, in
conjunction with other organizations, to take whatever
steps they deem appropriate to publicize and dramatize
this issue, and, to participate in activities aimed at stopping any further US involvement in the internal affairs
of El Salvador.

25. Central America
Rather than support the democratic forces in Latin
America who work to free their countries from the yoke
of multinational corporations and military juntas, the
Reagan Administration has written them off as Soviet
and Cuban agents, and declared its support for maintaining the status quo. Thousands of Latin Americans
will suffer and die as a result.
Whether it be El Salvador, Guatemala, Nicaragua,
Costa Rica or wherever, the 24th Biennial Convention
renews its demand that "the US refrain from any further interference in the efforts of the people of these
countries to control their own destinies."

26. East Africa
East African refugees. victims of drought. famine and
civil war, are dying of starvation at the rate of nearly
1,000 every day. Most of these are women and children.
It is a disaster of world proportions.
Calls by the United Nations for massive relief have,
to a large degree, gone unheeded by the rest of the
world. The aloofness and lack of sympathy with which
this deeply tragic story has been treated, and the failure
to provide real relief, is a disgrace to the entire international community.
This Convention hereby authorizes the International to
make a donation of $5,000 to the appropriate relief agencies, and to participate in any other relief activities
which will ease the lot of the refugees.

27. South Africa Namibia
Black workers in South Africa and Namibia are prohibited by law from forming or joining trade unions of
their choice. Thousands are facing imprisonment, beatings, banning and even death in their efforts to obtain
living wages and better working conditions.
It is certainly the duty of organized labor to support
the just demands of workers everywhere, most especially
the oppressed workers of South Africa and Namibia.
The ILWU Convention calls upon all North American
unions to contribute financial aid to the striking workers
in South Africa and Namibia through their internationally
recognized trade union organizations, the South African
Congress of Trade Unions (SAM) and the National
Union of Namibian Workers (NUNW).

28. U.S. Tuna Industry
In the wake of the seizure of six US tuna boats last
year by Mexican authorities, and the Mexican government's cancellation of the bilateral agreement regulating

yellowfish tuna fishing within each country's 200-mile
limit, the very survival of the industry is in doubt.
Some 400 members of ILWU Fishermen's Local 33 are
employed by the Southern California tuna fleet. The
ILWU has been extremely active for a number of years
in the development and conservation of Pacific fishing
resources, particularly in its effect on our members in
Southern California, Alaska and in Hawaii. Our interest
in this question is of very long standing.
The American tuna fishing industry is necessarily
dependent on the federal government's ability to negotiate equitable agreements with nations that include large
numbers of migratory tuna in their offshore waters.
When these agreements break down they are dependent
on the federal government to cover their financial losses
suffered when foreign powers seize their vessels.
The federal government is currently fulfilling none of
these functions. An embargo placed on imports of Mexican tuna into the US by the Carter administration last
year has had very little effect. This Convention therefore
urges that:
1) The US State Department exercise its authority to
impose a total embargo on all Mexican fish products imported into the United States, in hopes that such action
will help bring about serious bargaining;
2) Every effort be made to negotiate a new agreement which recognizes the legitimate interests of both
countries;
31 Congress must appropriate sufficient funds to replenish the Federal Fishermen's Protective Fund, which
has been depleted by the payment of fines assessed in the
latest seizures by the Mexican government.

29. Pineapple Negotiations
On January 31, 1982, ILWU contracts covering 5,500
of Hawaii's pineapple workers on four islands will expire.
The industry, which employs 14,000 workers in the
peak canning season, has already felt the effects of competition from foreign producers who pay poverty wages,
do not have the additional costs of meeting environmental and job safety and health and are able to dump
their products at lower prices than Hawaiian products.
Competition comes largely from the Far East and
Central and South America. Ironically, the development
of foreign pineapple production by two of Hawaii's companies has been the reason for both the pineapple industry's woes and good fortune.
Pineapple has always been synonymous with Hawaii.
However, there are signs that this connection may soon
be lost, especially in view of foreign and speculators'
competition, high production costs, loss of agricultural
land caused by pressures on the part of developers who
see enormous profits accruing from building expensive
homes and unproductive construction, and the drive of
the remaining companies (with one exception) to invest
their capital where there is assurance of high profits.
ILWU members working in the pineapple industry
need assistance in their battle to retain their jobs for
themselves, their children, and others in the community.
Therefore, this Convention urges the State of Hawaii
through its legislature and its executive branch to study
the pineapple industry, its by-products potentialities, and
its operational problems so that it can remain in Hawaii
and continue to provide jobs for Hawaii's residents.

30. Tourism
The ILWU represents about 7,000 workers in the
Hawaii tourism industry, but these numbers have been
reduced by the drop in visitors to the state. Tourism is
responsible for 70,000 jobs, or 25% of the work force.
On March 31, 1981, the master contract for tourism
ground transportation workers expired. In August 1981,
the hotel master contract will expire.
Successful negotiations for these members of our
Union depend on a healthy tourist industry. This calls
for the cooperation of government, the industry, and
organized workers to seek ways in which Hawaii can
still be the attractive, healthy vacation spot that it has
been to millions of visitors who have come here.
This Convention pledges the full support of the ILWU
as our tourism brothers and sisters negotiate contracts
in a rough period in Hawaii's tourist industry.

31. Stewards Training
The International should establish, sponsor, and support a uniform training program for all stewards and/or
business agents.

32. Foreign-Owned Vessels
in Alaskan Waters
The membership of the International Longshoremen's
and Warehousemen's Union in Alaska is largely dependent upon that state's seafood processing industry for their
economic livelihood. They share the acute frustration of
fishermen throughout the state who find themselves at
the mercy of manipulated marketing structures, inadequate processing capacities, and unrealistically low prices
which ultimately result in little or no profit for their
efforts.
A Federal District Court has recently enjoined the
State of Alaska from enforcing its laws and regulations
—Continued on Page 5
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regarding both the Primary Processing Policy and the
entrance of foreign-owned factory ships into State Territorial Waters. This ruling raises the specter of foreignowned processing vessels displacing Alaska's domestic
processing industry and becoming the primary processor
for Alaska's bountiful seafood harvest.
Workers on these foreign-owned factory ships are paid
well below Alaska's minimum wage, in some cases as
low as 30ct per hour. These foreign-owned factory ships
do not currently have to comply with various federal
rules such as EPA, FDA, and OSHA Regulations, not
to mention minimum wage requirements.
Alaska cannot under any circumstances allow the entrance of foreign-owned factory ships into State Territorial Waters for the purpose of competing with our domestic processing industry for the simple reason we
cannot afford the destruction of our domestic industry
and the accompanying loss of thousands of Alaskan jobs.
Alaska must take whatever legal and legislative steps
are necessary to prohibit the entrance of these foreignowned vessels into Alaskan water, for example:
• Petitioning the Congress of the United States to enact legislation to prohibit the entrance of foreign-owned
factory ships into State Territorial Waters for the purpose
of buying and processing American-harvested seafood.
• Petitioning the United States Federal Courts to require and enforce compliance of all Federal laws and
regulations applicable to any other business operating
within the boundaries of the United States.
The Legislature should also enact laws to aid fishermen associations and organizations in procuring additional domestic processing capacities and alternative
marketing structures for their harvests.

33. Nuclear Free Pacific
Since the end of World War II, the Pacific rim countries and the people living in those countries have borne
the brunt of low and high-level nuclear waste dumping
and nuclear weapons testing.
The peoples of the Pacific have suffered long from
actual dumping and testing of nuclear weapons and
wastes. Many live in newly independent countries which
have neither the resources nor the power to fend off the
larger countries.
This Convention declares its readiness to assist working people and their families and their trade unions in
the Pacific rim countries which are beset by nuclear
dumping and testing.
This Convention pledges support of the Pacific Trade
Union Forum, a newly organized body of trade unions in
the Pacific whose purpose is to work for a nuclear free
Pacific and to render mutual assistance among trade
unions and their problems arising from organizing, the
extension of power by the multinational corporations,
and the issues of job safety and health.
This Convention will further support the Forum by
participating in its inaugural conference which will be
held in Port Vila, Vanuatu, the last week in May, 1961,
and by contributing its share of the finances needed to
run the conference.
This Convention will work with any organization that
calls upon the leaders of the world to stop the dumping
of nuclear wastes and the testing of nuclear weapons in
the Pacific.

34. The Philippines
The ILWU objects to the continuation of the restrictive
decrees and policies of the Marcos government in the
Philippines initiated under martial law. The union will
continue to promote active interest in the general developments in the Philippines and their effect on the welfare of working people by increased coverage in the
Dispatcher, conducting educational programs, and fostering relations with groups which work for industrial democracy and freedom for the Filipino people.
The ILWU International officers will consider the
Philippines as a destination for the next overseas delegation program as a means by which up-to-date information can be obtained on the state of trade unions, working
conditions, and civil liberties of Filipino workers.

35. Cure for Cancer

United States during WWII.
In addition to the $400 million in property losses estimated by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco in
1942, there were other immeasurable damages suffered,
such as the loss of individual freedom, the destruction of
personal human dignity, the loss of income and disruption
of careers and the psychological trauma of having been
innocent victims imprisoned up to three and a half years.
On July 31, 1980, President Jimmy Carter signed
Public Law 96-317 establishing the Commission on Wartime Relocation and Internment of Civilians to conduct
such an inquiry and to recommend appropriate remedies
to the Congress of the United States. This Convention
commends the Commission on Maritime Relocation and
Internment of Civilians on its official investigation of the
events leading to the issuance of. Executive Order 9066
and urges the Commission to recommend to the Congress of the United States that an adequate form of
monetary redress be awarded to those individuals who
suffered the injustices and hardships resulting from the
government's actions in 1942.

40. Equal Rights Amendment
The ILWU supports and encourages the ratification
of the Equal Rights Amendment, and will join in support
with community and labor groups to urge the ratification
of the ERA.

41. Mine Workers' Strike
This Convention goes on record in support of the mine
workers' strike for benefits, conditions, wages and for
the organization of non-union coal; and will extend
whatever support necessary to win a just settlement.
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After lengthy consideration and debate on the question, the International Executive Board, on February 18,
1981, voted to recommend to the Convention that the Constitution of the International Union be amended to make
clear that pensioners do not have the right to vote in
International Union elections.

C-9. Political Action Fund
In order to improve the effectiveness of the Union's
political-legislative apparatus, Article X, Section 2 of
the International Constitution is amended in its entirety
to read as follows:
"Section 2. The International shall establish a Political Action Fund which shall consist of voluntary contributions of not more than $1 per year from the membership collected by the locals and forwarded to the
International. Such fund shall be administered by the
Titled Officers, and shall be used for political education, voter registration, legislative activities, contributions to candidates for public office, and other such purposes consistent with the goals of the International.
Reports on the status of the Fund and the uses to which
the voluntary contributions of the members are made
will be made to the International Executive Board.

Org-1. Alaska Organizing
The ILWU Alaska Council has initiated a new organizing drive throughout the State of Alaska, focussing on
seafood processing plants. Over 10,000 workers, most of
them women and minorities, employed by the Alaska
seafood processing industry, are unorganized.
The ILWU International will continue to support the
efforts of the ILWU Alaska Council to organize by continuing to make all reasonable resources and services
available.

C-1. Officers Supplementary/
Trust Benefits
Org-2. Office Workers
Changes in Supplementary Trust Benefits effective
June 1, 1981. For retired participants Bridges, Goldblatt,
and Chester, increase the present monthly benefit by
$200.
Any future increases in the benefits for retirees under
the Longshore Pension Plan will not result in an offset
to the benefits provided by the Supplementary Trust.

C-2. Staff Pension Plan
Changes in Staff Pension Plan, effective June 1, 1981:
I. Active Participants
1. Increase the maximum rate of accrual from $25 per
year and $625 maximum monthly benefit to $30 per
year and $750 maximum. Applies to all years of service.
2. Lower the normal retirement age from 65 to 62.
II. Retired Participants
1. Increase present monthly benefits by 20% for retirees retired more than 10 years.
2. Increase present monthly benefits by 15% for retirees retired 5 to 10 years.
3. Increase present monthly benefits by 10% for retirees
retired in last 5 years.

C-3. Intl Executive Board
On November 18, 1980, the Inlandboatmen's Union of
the Pacific (IBU) was formally affiliated with the ILWU
as its Marine Division. The IBU presently consists of approximately 4,000 members in the states of California,
Oregon, Washington, Alaska and Hawaii.
Given the fact that the work jurisdiction of the IBU
adds a new dimension of activity and responsibility to
the ILWU, and that the IBU affiliated with the ILWU
with the full autonomous rights accorded ILWU local
union affiliates, it is only proper that the members of
the IBU be accorded representation on the International
Executive Board.
Article VI, Section 2 of the International Constitution is amended to add one member of the Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific—Marine Division of the
ILWU to the International Executive Board under the
procedures set forth in Article VI, it being understood
that Convention delegates representing the IBU will not
also participate in the geographic caucuses provided for
in Article VI, Section 6.

Our government should develop a crash program for
a cure for cancer, putting the same resources into this
effort as it did to develop nuclear and space technology.

C-4. Coast Committee
Delegate Status

36. Senate Bill S-809

Article XI, Section 7 is amended to read: "The
Titled Officers and Coast Committeemen who are not
elected delegates from their respective locals shall have
voice and vote in the Convention except on roll call
votes."

Senate Bill 5-809 would virtually destroy all river ports
in the US. The majority of ports affected by this bill
would not have the funds to operate over 6 months to a
year. The 1981 ILWU Convention goes on record in total
opposition to Senate Bill S-809.
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C-6. Per Capita

37. Internment of JapaneseAmericans and Aleuts
During World War II

Article X, Section la to be amended to increase the
per capita rate from three dollars and twenty-five
cents ($325) per month to three dollars and sixty-five
cents ($3.65) per month, an increase of forty cents (40)
per month.

In the spring of 1942, 120,313 persons of Japanese
ancestry, most of whom were American citizens, were
forcibly evicted from their West Coast homes and subsequently incarcerated in American styled concentration
camps. Not a single charge of wrongdoing was ever filed
against any person of Japanese ancestry residing in the

C-8. International Elections
The International Union Constitution is silent on the
question of ILWU pensioners voting in International
Union elections. As things stand, some locals allow
pensioners to vote and others do not.

The ILWU should implement a coastwide organizing
campaign to bring all maritime office workers under the
banner of the ILWU. It should continue its efforts to
organize office and clerical workers, particularly in
industries in which this union already has jurisdiction,
but also in other industries where appropriate.

OSH-1. ILWU Health and
Safety Program
The International Union has developed and is implementing a union-wide health and safety program to improve the conditions under which ILWU members.work.
Since the inception of the program in 1978, much has
been done to assure ILWU members a safe and healthful
place of employment. In conjunction with ILWU locals,
workshops on issues of vital concern to the membership.
Assistance has been provided to locals struggling with
health and safety problems encountered by their:xnembers. Surveys have been made of worksites to identify
and correct hazards. The International Union his provided other forms of assistance to the benefit of, the
membership.
•
Currently, the ILWU's health and safety program is
funded by a grant from the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration. OSHA's funding of the pram,
barring any changes by the Reagan Administration, will
expire in 1984, at which time the ILWU must seek alternative means of financing the health and safety program if it is to continue.
In view of the above, this Convention wishes to express its thanks to the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration for providing financial support to the
ILWU's health and safety program. We encourage the
International to seek further funding so that this program
can continue.

OSH-2. Safety and Health
The Occupational Safety and Health Admintstration
(OSHA) has made significant progress towards protecting the health and safety of workers during the past four
years under the direction of Dr. Eula Bingham. The issuance of standards such as Access to Medical and Exposure Records, Fire Protection, Carcinogens, Cotton
Dust, DBCP, Lead, and Walk-around Pay, to name a
few, and the development of the "New Directions" grant
program provide the groundwork for protecting workers
exposed to life threatening conditions. This, coupled with
a strong enforcement approach, moved OSHA in the
direction of fulfilling the promise of the Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970 — to assure safe and
healthful working conditions for working men and women.
OSHA is now under attack. If the campaign promises
and post-election statements made by President Reagan
are true, OSHA will be transformed from an effective
enforcement agency to an advisory organization for employers. Property rights and production quotas will supersede the basic human right to a safe and healthful place
of employment. Workers will suffer the tragedy of preventable injuries and illnesses.
Attempts by Congress and the Reagan Administration
to dilute health and safety laws designed to protect workers must be met with the strongest possible resistance.
This Convention instructs the Titled Officers to oppose
attempts to diminish the health and safety of workers,
and to join forces with other orgaf:zations that have
similar goals.
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Most of the action

Diligent committees speed convention's work
In wrapping up the session, International Vice-President George Martin emphasized the need to continue cooperation with
other unions, and to increase local and
rank and file participation in organizing
activities. The International will continue
to develop organizing materials and take
other steps to further develop the skills
of the staff and membership. The committee moved smoothly through this heavy
program under the direction of chairman
Eddie Lapa, Local 142, Hawaii; and Secretary Louis Rios, Local 13, Wilmington.

HONOLULU — Every delegate to an
ILWU International Convention serves on
at least one committee, and that's where a
great deal of the real action takes place.
Following are summaries of committee
activities.

Resolutions
This committee reported out a total of
52 resolutions on a wide variety of domestic and foreign policy issues, holding several night sessions to move things along.
For summaries of these resolutions, see
pages 6-9. The committee was chaired by
Keith Eickman, Local 6, San Francisco,
and Don Garcia, Local 502, New Westminster. Bill Luch, Local 8, Portland, was
Secretary.

Constitution
The Constitution Committee also held
night sessions to complete its heavy workload. The committee discussed and reported out a number of important constitutional amendments, including a per capita
dues increase, voting in International elections, establishment of a political action
fund and other changes summarized on
page 9. Randy Vekich, Local 24, Aberdeen,
and Joe Ibarra, Local 26, Los Angeles,
chaired the committee. Bill Ward, Local
40, Portland, served as Secretary.

Officers' Report
The Officers' Report Committee met, reviewed and discussed in detail, section by
section, the Report of the Titled Officers
to the Convention. That section of the report dealing with the finances of the International and the Pacific Longshoremen's
Memorial Association were presented
to the Convention in Executive Session.
International Vice-President George Martin appeared before the committee and
elaborated on the organizing activities of
the International Union. Research Director
Barry Silverman and Dispatcher editor
Danny Beagle also answered questions on
staff activities. The committee was chaired
by Willie Zenn, Local 10, San Francisco.
Lou Loveridge, Local 13, Wilmington, was
secretary.

Credentials
The work of this committee went extremly smoothly. The following count was
reported by committee chairman John
Royal, Local 33, San Pedro/San Diego, and
Frank Billeci, Local 34, San Francisco:
Northern California-47; Southern California — 31; Oregon - Columbia River — 20;
Washington and Puget Sound — 24; Alas-

Safety and Health
Eddie Lapa, Local 142, and Louis Rios, Local 13, led productive sessions of
organizing committee. Committee's work focussed on the development of
new techniques to oppose employer union-busting.
ka-4; Canada, 15; Hawaii, 262; IBU, Marine Division-28. There were 24 fraternal
delegates from the federated auxiliaries
and 31 from various pension groups for a
total of 490 delegates.

Organizing
The organizing committee focussed on
developing new approaches and techniques
to oppose the sophisticated and effective
anti-union techniques of the employers
and their "consultants." A workshop-seminar session heard presentations on the
problems organizers are running into and
how the ILWU is dealing with these problems.
Local 142 representatives Guy Fujimura
and Leonard Hoshijo described how Local
142 has developed their organizing program. It was pointed out that simple organizing techniques of the past, in and of
themselves, are no longer sufficient, but
must be combined with new techniques to
meet the current challenges. International
Information Director Danny Beagle led a
discussion on the use of media as an aid in
organizing, including television, newspapers, printed media, union publications,
etc. Local 142 representatives then demonstrated some of the more recent materials
developed. This included a radio jingle,
slide shows, pamphlets, newspaper ads,
etc. The International reported on the
development of a brochure which specifically speaks to the issues raised by the antiunion consultants as a part of our overall
program.
Norman Leonard, attorney for the Inter-

Organize!

Nominations
Continued from Page l—
and Sampson Aea (pineapple).
Inlandboatmen's Union, Marine Division
(one to be elected): Don Liddle.
The IBU was awarded representation on
the International Executive Board by
unanimous action of the delegates to
amend the International Constitution (see
page 7.)
The International Balloting Committee
is to be composed of Tom Phillips, Local
18; Bob Edwards, Local 2; Jim Santana.
Local 34; Lupe Martinez, Local 17; and
Victoria Mercado, Local 6.

Do you know some workers who don't make union wages?
Who have no fringe benefits? Who have no security on the job?
In other words, do you know workers who want to be organized into the ILWU? If so, please write or telephone information to one of the following. An ILWU staff member will be
happy to help.
Northwest Regional Office
G. Johnny Parks,
Regional Director
405 N.W. 18th Ave.
Portland, Ore. 97209
Phone: (503) 223-1955
Seattle Area
John Bukoskey,
International Representative
5501 - 4th Avenue, South,
Rm.212
Seattle, Wash. 98108
Phone: (206) 762-8640
Southern Calif. Regional Office

Don Liddle, President of the Inlandboatmen's Union, Marine Division of
the ILWU, expressed his membership's pleasure at affiliation with
ILWU, and thanks for assistance in
the past.

national, outlined how the National Labor Relations Board is used by the employers and their consultants to frustrate
the intent of the law. It was pointed out
that by using technicalities, the employers are able to delay the holding of an
election or to delay certification and negotiations.
Hoshijo then discussed how the employers run their anti-union campaign to defeat
the union in representation elections. The
ability of the employer to isolate the prounion workers through their control of
the work site was stressed as an advantage.
A highlight of the workshop was the
presentation by Western Conference of
Teamsters' organizer Walter Englebert
who, playing the part of a company
spokesman, demonstrated the effectiveness of an employer's anti-union speech.
He went on to discuss the efforts his union
and others are making in gathering more
information on these anti-union tactics.
Don Wright, ILWU Southern California
Regional Director explained problems with
negotiating the first contract after an organizing drive. The same problems that we
face in organizing a new shop (delay and
stalling) were also characteristic in negotiations. The continuation of this same type
of employer offensive was pointed out by
Northern California Regional Director LeRoy King in his discussion of the growing
number of decertifications.
There was lively discussion from the
floor on specific problems members and
organizers have run into.,

Donald Wright, Regional Director
25324 Frampton
Harbor City, CA 90710
Phone: (213) 539-7976
Earlie Barnett, Int'l Rep.
Lorenzo Gonzalez, Organizer

Canadian Area Office
Craig Pritchett,
Regional Director
2681 E. Hastings St.
Vancouver, B. C.
Phone: (604) 254-8141
Northern Calif. Regional Office
1188 Franklin Street
San Francisco, Calif. 94109
Phone: (415) 775-0533
LeRoy King, Regional Director
Felix Rivera, Int'l Rep.
Bill Freitas, Int'l Rep.
Phones: Crockett Area:
(415) 787-1711
Sacramento Area: (916) 371-5638
Hawaii Office
Thomas Trask
Regional Director
451 Atkinson Dr.
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814
Phone: (808) 949-4161
Edward Tangen, Int'l Rep.
John Arisumi,
Rep.

The Committee heard a report from
Russ Bargmann on the Safety and Health
Grant the ILWU received from the Occupational Safety Health Administration.
Health and Safety workshops, addressing
vital concerns of ILWU members, have
been held for various locals. Assistance
has been provided to many locaLs on specific problems. An ILWU health and safety
guidebook and longshore arbitration manual will be completed this year. The development of a longshore training program is
well under way. The health and safety
section of the International's library has
been greatly expanded. Workplace inspections have been initiated at the request of
locals, resulting in employers improving
health and safety conditions.
A workshop was held on various health
and safety issues of concern to the committee members. A film, "Can't Take No
More" was shown which depicted health
and safety struggles of workers from the
turn of the century. The committee held a
discussion of workers' rights, under the
law, including when and how to file an
OSHA complaint, walkaround rights, and
how to participate in hearings before the
Occupational Safety and Health Review
Commission.
During the workshop, the Committee
members discussed problem after problem
ranging from chemical exposure to unsafe
equipment. These problems are encountered by all members of the ILWU, regardless of their industry affiliation. As a result
of discussions during the workshop, a consensus was reached that workers cannot
rely on government agencies and employers to protect their health and safety. Only
through a thoroughly trained, concerned
and militant rank-and-file will workplaces
become truly safe and healthful.
The Committee recommended that the
ILWU continue the health and safety program developed in 1978, including regional
and local workshops. Only through developing our own expertise will we insure
that no worker suffers for one moment impaired health or diminished quality of life
as a result of working.
The committee was co-chaired by Lou
Brock, Local 12, Coos Bay, and Fred Galdones, Local 142, Hawaii, Kenji Tanigawa,
Local 142, was Secretary.

Sergeants at Arms
This committee, headed by Bill Sample,
Local 19, was perhaps the hardest working of all, assuring the constant and
smooth flow of resolutions, minutes and
other materials to the delegates. Members included Alex Point, Local 500, Vancouver; Domingo Alboro, Terry Delfin,
Jr., Donald DeMello, Donald Nishihara,
William Pacatang, Joe Soares, Juan Trinidad and Alfred Villanueva of Local 142—
and a number of unnamed volunteers who
pitched in as well.

Host Committee
So many members of Local 142 participated in the monumental job of convention arrangements that we have been
asked not to list their names, for fear of
leaving someone out. Suffice it to say that
these efforts were appreciated. Delegates
were well taken care of. No effort was
spared to make delegates, family members and visitors feel completely at home.
Aside from the usual banquet, cocktail
parties, etc., the Local also arranged for
a full-day tour of Oahu for family members. a visit to the state capitol and other
entertainments.
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Roster of 24th Biennial Convention Delegates

LOCAL 2, San Francisco, California: Robert Edwards.
Local 4, Vancouver, Washington: Lance
Lynch, Leroy Henson.
Local 6, San Francisco, California: Joe
Blasquez, Lino Corral, C. L. Duvall, Keith
Eickman, Joe Figueiredo, Raul Garcia, Patrick Heide, Nick Jones, LeRoy King, Ron
King, Paul Martin, Curtis McClain, Rene McClain, Victoria Mercado, Warren Oliver, Victor
Pamiroyan, Jim Pinkham, Don Ruth.
Local 7, Bellingham, Washington: Carl
Kindlund.
Local 8, Portland, Oregon: Jerald V. Bitz.
James Collins, Robert Cranston, Frank
Keele, William A. Luch, Henry Lunde, Glen
Parks, John A. Ronne, Richard C. Wise.
Local 9, Seattle, Washington: Bob Hargis.
Local 10, San Francisco, California: Richard Estrada, George Kaye. Howard Keylor,
Jack Martinez, Herb Mills, Joe Mosley, Reg
Theriault, Lawrence Thibeaux, William Watkins, Larry Wing, Willie Zenn, Jr.
Local 12, North Bend, Oregon: Louis
Brock, Joe Jakovac.
Local, 13, Wilmington, California: David
A. Arian, Natale Di Biasi, Patrick Leonard,
Lewis Loveridge, Richard Negrete, Raul 01vera, John Pandora, Louie Rios, Antonio
Salcido, Mark Whitney.
Local 14, Eureka, California: Larry Smith.
Local 17, Broderick, California: Obie
Brandon, John Carlin, Lupe Martinez, Willie
Walker.
Local 18, W. Sacramento, California: Eddie Holland, Thomas Phillips.
Local 19, Seattle, Washington: Russell Alexander, Joffrie L. Frye, Rudolph Martinez,
Earl Sample, Carl Woeck.
Local 20A, Wilmington, California: Larry
Crossman, Nacho Flores, Pat Porter, Willie
Stephens.
Local 21, Longview, Washington: Melvin
F. Banister.
Local 23, Tacoma, Washington: George
Ginnis, Philip Lelli.
Local 24, Aberdeen, Washington: Randy
Vekich.
Local 25, Anacortes, Washington: Don
Rowell.
Local 26, Los Angeles, California: Harry
Danovich, Rudy Dominguez, Joe lbarra,
Jose Martinez, John McKinney.
Local 27, Port Angeles, Washington: Gerald Huff.
Local 29, San Diego, California: William
E. Coleman.
Local 32, Everett, Washington: Ron Thornberry.
Local 13, San Pedro, California: Frank.
Burcina, John J. Royal.
Local 34, San Francisco, California:
Frank Billeci, Gregory Delucchi, Thomas P.
Robb, Jr., James Santana.
Local 35, Trona, California: Tommy L.
Garrison, Donald L. Wright, Sr.

Local 37, Seattle, Washington: Constantine Baruso. Albert Cruz, Nemesia Domingo,
'Silme Domingo, Gene Viernes.
Local 40, Portland, Oregon: Larry M.
Clark, Philip E. Pitzer, William N. Ward.
Local 46, Port Hueneme, California: Louis
Gonzales.
Local 47, Olympia, Washington: Del Edgbert.
Local 49, Crescent City, California: Ken
Brixey.
Local 50, Astoria, Oregon: Robert Bish.
Local 51, Port Gamble, Washington:
Charles Hansen.
Local 52, Seattle, Washington: Robert
Kinney, Robert Vaux.
Local 53, Newport, Oregon: John Miller.
Local 54, Stockton, California: Edward P.
Fuller, Bradley Sells.
Local 57, Fresno, California: Ernest Clark.
Local 60, Seward, Alaska: Edmund Goresen.
Local 61, Ketchikan, Alaska: Larry Cotter.
Local 63, Wilmington, California: Steve L.
Gabel, Thomas C. Harrison, Jr., Penne Lavery, Jeff Powell.
Local 65, Haines, Alaska: Jerry Potter.

shima, Roy Funtanilla, Fred Galdones, Alfred Galiza, Bella Gallegos, Wilfredo Garcia,
Eliseo Gines, Joseph Grilho.
Segundino Guira, Elizabeth Hai, Eric Hansen, Shiro Hokama, Danielle Hollenback,
Leonard Hoshijo, Nathan Hussey, Desiderio
lbarra, Ricardo lbous, Jr., Nicolas Ignacio,
Dana lshibashi, Raynold Jerome, Dennis
Joaquin, David Jones, Loreto Jove, John Kallekahi, Masashi Kageyama, Tony Kahawaiolaa, Jr., John Kaleiopu, Richard Kamau,
Hubert Kanaha, Alexander Kaneakoa, Russell
Kaneko, Lei Kaniho, Anna Kawaihalau, Mitsugu Kawakami, Ralph Kawano, Faye M.
Kaylor, Trucilla Keanini, William Kennison,
Joseph Keohohou, Jeanette Kihewa, Mortimer Koide, Taweshi Kouchi, Lillian Kuhia,
John Kupa, Jr., Gloria Kuriyama, Janet Kuwahara, Ivan Laikupu, Eddie Lapa, Frank
Lara, Juanito Lavarias.
Fred Lee, Kwai Lee, Lawrence Lee, Leonardo Locquiao, Lou Longboy, Cesar Lorenzo, Quentin Lucas, Thomas Makaena,
Jacinto Manzano, Alfred Mattos, Marina
Mattson, Fred Maximo, A. Q. McElrath, Angie
Menor, Newton Miyagi, Toshio Miyasato,
Ronald Miyazono, Evangeline Moiha, Raymond Moniz, David Maiwela, Joseph Morita,
John Nahinu, Shinichi Nakagawa, Haruo
"Dyna" Nakamoto, Hitoshi Nakashima, ShiLocal 91, San Francisco, California: Ches- geyuki Nakatani, George Nakea, Katherine
ter F. Nelson.
Nault, Donald Oamil, Margaret Ohelo, Shoji
Okazaki, Val Olores, Dennis Omokawa, FeLocal 92, Portland, Oregon: Thomas
lisardo Orita, Yoshiki Osaki, Steven Oshiro,
Daugherty.
William Pacatang.
Local 94, Wilmington, California: Donald
Pauline Padilla, Adele Palmeira, Henry
Draskovich, James North.
Parrilla, Douglas Parrish, Tony Pasco, Teddy
Local 98, Seattle, Washington: Donald
Pascual, Warden Pastan, Erasmus Patacsil,
Miniken.
Fred Paulin°, Fred Paulino, Jr., Mike Pepple,
Local 142, Honolulu, Hawaii: Willie Abear, Roman Piano, Warlito Querubin, Iraida QuiDemetrio Aceret, Sampson Aea, Amado
cho, Bernabe Quitevis, Ramon Quitoriano,
Aguinaldo, Richard Aguinaldo, Rupert() Loreto Raguindin, Bueno Rania, Rodney RiAgustin, Domingo Alboro, Faustino Alboro, vera, Albert Rodero, David Ropa, Frances
Bart Alcaraz, Joseph Alconcel, Florendo
Rowe, Leonard Sagucio, Stanley Sakamoto,
Angheta, Harriet Apana, Benny Apostadiro, Gerald Sakamura, John Sakuma, Adolpho
Kuniyoshi Arakaki, Michael Arakawa, MasaSanches, Nemecio Sanchez, Richard Santoshi Aratani, Rudolph Anal, Masashi Aritiago, Eddie Saringan, Florente Saturno,
naga, Vincent Arista, John Arisumi, Roger
Clemens Savella, Artemio Sensano, Harold
Asato, Roy Azcueta, Florencio Ballesteros, Shin, Tadashi Shoda, Dean Shoho, Edwina
Benny Barbosa, Domingo Barbosa, Tony
Smythe, William Snyder, Joseph Soares,
Bise, George Borom, Secinando Buena, Ralph Soto, Randall Souza, Francis Sumait,
Jorge Buesa, Jr., Erlinda Cabana, Rosalina
Rogelio Tacdol, Jerry Tagaca.
Cabingabang, Gregorio Cabuslay, Angel
Yoshito Takamine, Elsie Takata, Wayne
Cainguitan, Latricia Camara, Rusty Cameros, Takehara, Misao Tamura, Nobuyoshi Tamura,
Peter Ben Castillo, Melvin Chang, Gary Char,
Howard Tanaka, Eddie Tangen, Kenji TaniMartha Chow.
gawa, Nobu Taniguchi, Takeo Taniguchi,
Gordon Tavares, Dave Taylor, Alexander
Thomas, Haruki Tokita, Gary Tomita, WarRalph Cordoban, Amante Corpuz, Harriet
ren Toriano, Saba Torres, Earl Totten,
Corpuz, Jose Corpuz, Frank Cravalho, Kris
Craven, Flor Dacuycuy, Carl Damaso, Pat Thomas Trask, Juan Trinidad, Perry Tuttle,
Debina, Frank DeCosta, Clayton Dela Cruz, Vaeleti Tyrell, Mark Ueki, Calixto Ulep, John
Uyetake, Pedro Valera, Joseph Ventura,
Pastor Dela Cruz, Terry Delfin, Jr., Donald
DeMello, Jerrybeth DeMello, Gilbert De- Josephine Ventura, Gerald Vierra, Herbert
Vienna, Alfred Villanueva, Calvin Werner, Tina
Motta, Delbert DeRego, Joe DeRego, Richard
Williams, James Wilsey, Anthony Wong,
Desmond, Jose Domingo, Justo Dumlao, Virginia Duterte, Nelson Edu, Cipriano Erice, Thomas Yagi, William Yamamoto, Hiroshi
Yamanuha, Matsu° Yanaga, Leonard VonaErnest Fagaragan, Isabela Fajardo, Eddie
mine, Vivian Youell, Takeshi Yugawa.
Fao, Miriam Fernandez, George Fong, ConElpidio Duldulao, Eseta Faletoi, Dave Mori,
rado Francisco, Juan Francisco, Joseph
Franco, Hiroshi Fujimoto, Guy Fujimura, Sa- Teruo Nakano, Herbert Okamura, Cynthia
buro Fujisaki, Robert Fukunaga, Ralph Fuku- Shizuku, Terry Trombly, Raymond Walker.

Local 160, Honolulu, Hawaii: Gervin Akana, Nelson Ledward, Borick Peroff.
Local 500, Vancouver, BC, Canada: William Bernier, Dan F. Cole, Iry Foster, Louis
A. Kaufman, William Kemp, Alex A. Point.
Local 502, New Westminster, BC, Canada:
Don Garcia, Gerry White.
Local 503, Port Alberni, BC, Canada: Willard Gallic.
Local 506, Vancouver, BC, Canada: Ralph
Graham.
Local 508, Chemainus, BC, Canada: Bill
Duncan, Joe McKinley.
Local 514, Vancouver, BC, Canada: Douglas Sigurdson.
Local 517, Vancouver, BC, Canada: John
Talbot.
Local 518, Vancouver, BC, Canada: Dick
Ion.
IBU Division: Robert Blaum, Warren Ditch,
Richard Estrada, Lionel Ezera, John Gouveia, William Hallet, Burrill Hatch, Donna
Jarvis, Robert Keliihoomalu, Donald Liddle,
Joseph Maresh, Eddie McHugh, Lawrence
Miner, David Molina, Jr., Vito Monreal, John
Peters, Jr., Nancy Tyson, Rosemary Wilson.
AUXILIARIES
Federated Auxiliaries: Dawn Rutter, President.
Auxiliary 2: Jacque Vekich.
Auxiliary 3: Edna Miller.
Auxiliary 5: Veronica Foster, Lois Stranahan.
Auxiliary 8: Rose Arian, Peggy Chandler,
Frances Grassi, Lois Gray, Phoebe Harris,
Ruth Harris, Earthel Johnson, Mildred Johnson, Helen Kaunisto, Mae Ella Moore, Alice
Ross.
Auxiliary 9: Maria A. Torris.
Auxiliary 16: Anita Smalling, Elaine Yenada.
Auxiliary 17: Agnes Holifield, Kathleen Macarthy, Gertrude Niles, Idalynd Rutter, Sylvia Smith.
PCPA: Gordon Giblin.
Columbia River Pensioners: Roy DeFrancisco, Jim Foster, Stanley Granstrom, Walter
Hennisay, Lloyd Kennedy, Jesse Stranahan
Charles Tobin.
East Bay Pensioners: Ole Fagerhaugh, Eugene Lasartemay.
SFBA Pensioners: Bradley Armstrong,
Frank Higgins, Louis Holifield, Robert Rohatch, John Rutter, Mike Samaduroff, Sherwood Sylvia, George Smalling, Karl Yoneda.
S.F. Pensioners (6): Charles Hackett, Louis
Goldblatt.
S. Cal. Pensioners: Lou Arian, Henry Gaitan, Oscar Hagen, Walter Harris, Art Kaunisto, Joe Keawe, George Mitchell.
S.W. Oregon Pensioners: Norma Kala, Kay
Skinner.
LONGSHORE CLERK RETIREES
Local 142: Regino Colotario, John Elias,
Levi Kealoha.
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Canadian Area
updates its
constitution
VANCOUVER, BC - In a special convention held in North Vancouver on April
6 and 7, the Canadian Area of the ILWU
updated its entire constitution. As an integral but autonomous division of the union, ILWU locals in Canada have their own
constitution and structure.
The two-day convention was attended by
55 delegates from all locals, plus International President Jim Herman and Secretary-Treasurer Curtis McClain.
The constitutional changes made by the
delegates include the following:
•all references to contract negotiations, the collective agreement and caucuses were eliminated.
•the changes made at the 1980 biennial convention were incorporated.
•the wording of the clause providing
for the election of local representatives
was improved.
•a new structure regarding contract
negotiations was set up.
•a fairer distribution system for per
capita dues was also established.
President Herman, in addressing the
convention, outlined some of the problems
involved in contract talks with the Pacific
Maritime Association. The convention
pledged the full support of the Canadian
membership to their American brothers
in these negotiations.
Secretary Treasurer McClain gave an
informative talk on the warehouse section
of the ILWU that was much appreciated
by the delegates.
Delegates set up a Longshore Contract
Executive Board to administer the longshore collective agreement, pay arbitrators under the longshore collective agreement, and set up a more equitable financial structure to deal with longshore contract caucuses and contract matters.

Alaska Council
stresses politics

Medical, Dental

May is time for
choice on dock
welfare plans

Longshore negotiating committee met at International headquarters
May 13 to go over demands and bargaining strategy.

West coast

Longshore bargaining begins
SAN FRANCISCO - Representatives of the International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union (ILWU) and the Pacific Maritime Association (PMA) met
.Friday, May 15, to begin negotiations for a new West Coast longshore, ship clerks'
and walking bosses' contract. The current three-year agreement expires July 1.
Members of the ILWU negotiating committee met in San Francisco at International headquarters May 13-14 to finalize a list of negotiating demands and discuss bargaining strategy.
The committee will be headed by International President Jim Herman. Other
members will be Vice - Presidents Rudy Rubio and George Martin; SecretaryTreasurer Curtis McClain; Coast Committeemen Bill Ward and Dick Wise.
Also Lou Loveridge, Local 13, Wilmington; Willie Zenn, Local 10, San Francisco; Art Ronne, Local 8, Portland; Rudolph Martinez, Local 19, Seattle; Tom
Phillips, Local 18, Sacramento (California small ports); Randy Vekich, Local 24,
Aberdeen (Washington small ports); Joe Jakovac, Local 12, Coos Bay (Oregon
small ports). Frank Billeci, Local 34, San Francisco, and Larry Clark, Local 40,
Portland, will represent the clerk locals.
As in the past, the ILWU and the PMA will not be releasing any statements
or discussing the substance of negotiations while they are in progress, except by
mutual agreement.

Report on 24th!MU convention
Continued from Page 1ity for some 500 rank and file delegates to
spend a week bouncing off one another,
exchanging ideas, experiences and hopes,
and coming away with a new sense of the
breadth and vitality of the union.

GENERAL CRISIS
gathered in an atmosphere
delegates
The
JUNEAU - The time has come for the
As International Presicrisis.
general
of
ILWU to develop a comprehensive political
said in his keynote adHerman
Jim
dent
action program in Alaska.
dress, "we are not concerned so much
This was the conclusion reached by the about a mere economic downturn, but
union's All Alaska Council, which met about the prospect of general collapse. We
April 6 and 7 at the Local 16 longshore hall. are not so much concerned about a 'shift
The more than 20 delegates in attend- to the right' in American political life, but
ance, representing every ILWU local in about the total control of the decision-makthe state, agreed that many of the prob- ing apparatus falling into the hands of
lems beseiging workers must be tackled those whose lust for power and wealth
head-on in the political arena, and that a knows no limit. We are not talking about
coordinated program is required.
a simple rise in the level of international
Council officers were directed to prepare tensions, but about the threat of disaster
such a political action program for the beyond our capacity to imagine."
next meeting.
Herman went on to describe the probOne such issue before the council, which lems faced by US workers and the Amerirequires legal or legislative action, is the can people in general-inflation, unemployinflux of foreign-owned fish processing ves- ment, the threat to peace - blasting the
sels. They pose a real threat to the do- Reagan administration's plans for dealing
mestic industry, said Council President with these as "sinister and dishonest . .
Larry Cotter, and the ILWU has chal- as heartless and as uaworkable as anylenged a Federal court ruling that struck thing that has come down the road since
down a state law prohibiting their entrance Herbert Hoover, as hypocritical as anyinto Alaskan waters.
thing since Richard Nixon.
"Some of these ships pay workers 30‘
MOVEMENT NEEDED
an hour," he said. They're not subject to
"Today more than ever," he said, "we
minimum wage laws, health and safety
standards, workers' compensation or any need a political and social movement capable of providing an alternative vision for
other employer requirements.
"There are ten such vessels in Alaska the country, a strategy and a program. We
waters now, taking 150 jobs that our people need a political party with a vision of a
used to do. And dozens more are expected just and equal society, free of racism, exthis summer. We merely want these ships ploitation and want, at peace with itself
to conform with the same laws and regu- and with the rest of the world."
"As we plan our resistance," he conlations that all other businesses operating
cluded, "we must first of all realize that
in the US have to follow."
In other business, Council Vice President we have to keep our own act together, to
Jay Browne and Secretary Larry Englund stay strong and internally united . . . to
were re-elected, and a new set of trustees fortify and maintain our relations with the
was elected. The trustees are Cliff Purvis, rest of the labor movement, and with our
Local 87, for the longshore division; Char- friends and allies in the communities in
lie Narroway, Local 85, for the fish which we live and work, and work for the
division; and Tony Baruso, Local 37, at- development of worker-oriented coalitions
which can challenge the Reagan program
large.
Representing the Inlandboatmen's Union on a national level."
SPEAKERS
of the Pacific were President Don Liddle,
The same theme was hammered home
Regional Director Homer Sarber, and lobby civil rights leader and Georgia State
byist Sharon Macklin.
Also in attendance were ILWU Vice- Senator Julian Bond, who warned that the
President George Martin and NW Regional civil rights gains of the 1960s are on the
hit list of the Reagan administration and
Director G. Johnny Parks.

its supporters, and United Electrical Workers President Dennis Glavin who warned
of the upsurge of a "New McCarthyism."
The delegates acted on a large number
of political and social questions, generally
reaffirming the ILWU's opposition to the
Reagan administration's economic program, defending the integrity of such programs as social security and the Longshore
and Harbor Workers Compensation Act.
Excessive military spending was opposed,
as well as American intervention in El
Salvador. Trade Union and democratic
rights in South Africa and Namibia, in the
Philippines, Poland and other nations were
defended.
DONATIONS
The delegates voted to donate $1,000 to
assist the campaign to win reparations for
Japanese-Americans and Aleuts who were
"interned" during World War II, after
hearing an appeal from Mrs. Nikki
Bridges. They also voted to donate $5,000
for emergency relief for the victims of
famine and war in East Africa.
Closer to home, the delegates offered
the support of the entire union to members
of the longshore division, to pineapple,
warehouse, sugar and hotel workers and
other members entering negotiations in the
next two years. Members of Alaska fishing
industry locals engaged in serious problems with foreign flag factory ships, and
workers in the tuna industry fighting
for their survival were also supported.
The delegates pledged continued organizing among fishing industry and office
workers. Full support was also pledged
to striking members of the United Mine
Workers.
PER CAPITA
On internal questions, the delegates
adopted a 40g per capita dues increase,
and established a political action fundbased on a $1 voluntary donation. They affirmed a decision by the International Executive Board limiting the right to vote in
International elections to active members.
For a summary of all actions taken by
the Convention, please see pages 4-7.
A warm welcome was extended to a
large delegation from the newly-affiliated
4,000 members of the Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific, attending their first convention as part of the ILWU Marine Division. Delegates adopted a constitutional
amendment opening up a seat on the International Executive Board for a representative of the IBU.

SAN FRANCISCO - Longshore families
in the ports where members have a choice
can change medical plans during the open
enrollment period, May 1, to May 31, 1981.
The change will be effective July 1, 1981.
In San Francisco, Los Angeles, and
Stockton, active longshoremen may choose
between two adult dental plans and both
active and retired longshoremen may
choose between two children's dental plans
during the month of May. Portland-Vancouver active longshoremen also may
choose between two dental plans during
the month of May.
CHOICE PORTS
The medical plan choice is between the
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan and the
Choice Port Insured Plan for Southern
California Locals 13, 26, 29, 63, and 94;
Northern California Locals 10, 18, 34, 75,
and 91; and Oregon-Columbia River Locals 4, 8, 40, and 92.
In the Washington area, the choices
for Locals 19, 52, and 98 are Group Health
Cooperative, Community Health Association, or the Choice Port Insured Plan.
In Olympia, Local 47, choice is between
the Choice Port Insured Plan and Group
Health Cooperative.
For Los Angeles Locals, dental choice
is between the California Dental Service
and the Drs. Sakai, Simms, Simon, Sugiyama and Green Group.
For San Francisco Locals, dental choice
is between the California Dental Service
and the Naismith Dental Group.
For Stockton Locals, dental choice is
between the California Dental Service and
the Wick Dental Group.
For Portland-Vancouver Locals, dental
choice for active longshoremen is between
the Oregon or Washington Dental Service
and the Kaiser Dental Plan.
Information on the dental plan and
forms to change plans can be obtained
at the Locals and the Benefit Plans office.
All enrollment cards must be completed,
signed and submitted to the Benefits Plans
office by May 31 in order for the change
to be effective July 1.

Historic Alaska
dock caucus
JUNEAU - In an historic three-day
caucus, ILWU and IBU longshoremen in
Alaska met together for the first time to
prepare for upcoming negotiations.
In addition, some 25 dockers from every
port in the state participated in the April
8- 10 caucus held at the ILWU Local 16
headquarters.
A subcommittee was elected to review
the unions' Alaska longshore pacts, both
of which expire on June 30. Bargaining will
be conducted separately this year. However, joint negotiations were urged for the
future.
The subcommittee, meeting in Anchorage for two days following the caucus,
urged that the integrity and local autonomy of both organizations continue to be
recognized, but that the unions strive for
joint negotiations and a single Alaska pact.
STRIKE SUPPORT
It was also suggested that all Alaska
ports shutdown in the event of a West
Coast longshore strike. Recommendations
were forwarded to each port.
Members of the subcommittee include
ILWU All Alaska Council President Larry
Cotter, Ed Goresen of ILWU Local 60,
Mike Ellers of ILWU Local 62, and IBU
members Pete Denalski from Kodiak and
Larry DeVault from Kenai.
Denalski chaired the caucus and Ellers
served as Secretary.
Also in attendance were ILWU VicePresidents Rudy Rubio and George Martin, NW Regional Director G. Johnny
Parks, Coast Committeeman Dick Wise,
and IBU President Don Liddle and Regional Directors Burrell Hatch and Homer
Sarber.
The subcommittee is scheduled to meet
again on May 25 and another caucus is
expected to be held before negotiations.

